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2014 SPRING SEMESTER 
UNIVERSITY 
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES
Sunday, May 11, 2014
10:30 a.m. - Herberger Business School, School of Health & Human Services,  
Center for Continuing Studies (Bachelor of Elective Studies and Associate Degrees), 
School of Public Affairs, School of Graduate Studies (for Schools/Colleges listed above)
3:00 p.m. - School of Education, College of Liberal Arts (School of the Arts),  
College of Science & Engineering (School of Computing, Engineering & Environment), 
School of Graduate Studies (for Schools/Colleges listed above)
Herb Brooks National Hockey Center
St. Cloud State University
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 MACE BEARER STEPHEN HORNSTEIN, Professor
  Teacher Development
  Faculty Association President
 FACULTY LINE LEADERS KATE K. MOONEY, Professor
 10:30 a.m. program Accounting
  STEVEN P. MOONEY, Professor
  Finance, Insurance and Real Estate
  DAVID L. WALL, Professor
  Geography and Planning
  
 FACULTY LINE LEADERS ILENE R. CHRISTIAN, Professor
    3:00 p.m. program  Teacher Development
  
  BASSEY A. EYO, Professor
  Communication Studies
  BETSY GLADE, Professor
  History
 ANNOUNCER PAM L. SECKLIN, Professor 
 10:30 a.m. program Communication Studies
 
 ANNOUNCER SUZANNE L. STANGL-ERKENS, Professor
 3:00 p.m. program Communication Studies
 MARSHALS RANDAL G. BAKER, Professor
 10:30 a.m. program Geography and Planning
   
  AMY J. FREDIN, Professor
  Accounting
  GAIL M. RUHLAND, Director
  Center for Continuing Studies
  F. BARRY SCHREIBER, Professor
  Criminal Justice Studies
  SARAH M. SMITS-BANDSTRA, Professor
  Communication Sciences and Disorders
 MARSHALS ANTHONY I. AKUBUE, Professor
 3:00 p.m. program Environmental and Technological Studies
  MARK MECHELKE, Professor
  Chemistry and Physics
  R. JEFFREY RINGER, Professor
  Communication Studies
  JERRY J. WELLIK, Professor
  Special Education
  
 ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY CATHARINE BUSHMAN, Professor  
 WIND ENSEMBLE      Music
 CONDUCTOR
 
 SONG LEADERS IAN W. HENDRICKSON, DWIGHT D. PRZYBILLA, and JOSH D. SMITH
 10:30 a.m. program St. Cloud State University Music Students
 and 3:00 p.m. program
 SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETER ELIZABETH A. SEYMOUR
  Student Disability Services
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P r o g r a m
Earl H. Potter III, President
Devinder M. Malhotra, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Tammy L.H. McGee, Vice President for Finance and Administration
                          Wanda I. Overland, Vice President for Student Life and Development
Matthew J. Andrew, Vice President for University Advancement
  
 PRELUDE MUSIC  “SUITE IN E-FLAT, MOVEMENTS I & III” by Gustav Holst 
 SCSU Wind Ensemble “PROMISE OF LIVING” by Aaron Copland
 SAM FARNUM, Student Conductor “THE HOUNDS OF SPRING” by Alfred Reed
 JESSICA KOEHLER, Student Conductor   
        REBECCA SHIRK, Student Conductor
 CAROLYN RITTER, Student Conductor
 
 *PROCESSIONAL MUSIC “POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE MARCH NO. 1” by Edward Elgar, arr. Grundman
 SCSU Wind Ensemble 
 INTRODUCTIONS WANDA I. OVERLAND, Vice President for Student Life and Development
 WELCOME EARL H. POTTER III, President
 *MUSIC “AMERICA, THE BEAUTIFUL”
 SCSU Wind Ensemble by Samuel A. Ward, arr. Carmen Dragon
 and Audience (Words are found in the back of the program.)
 GREETINGS FROM MnSCU LOUISE SUNDIN, Trustee
  Minnesota State Colleges and Universities Board of Trustees
 GREETINGS FROM   DAVID A. KLEIS, ‘89  
 CITY OF ST. CLOUD Mayor 
 HONORED GUEST  DERRICK SWARTZ, Vice Chancellor   
  Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University 
 COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS ALFREDO AZEVEDO DE OLIVEIRA, Class of 2014  
 10:30 a.m. program School of Public Affairs
 COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS IRENE ALEJANDRA RAMIREZ, Class of 2014  
 3:00 p.m. program College of Liberal Arts-School of the Arts
 MUSIC “ETERNAL FATHER, STRONG TO SAVE” by Claude T. Smith  
 SCSU Wind Ensemble 
 CONFERRING OF DEGREES EARL H. POTTER III, President
 PRESENTATION OF THE  DEVINDER M. MALHOTRA, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
 GRADUATING CLASS 
  OSMAN L. ALAWIYE, Dean, School of Education
  ORN B. BODVARSSON, Dean, School of Public Affairs
  JOHN C. BURGESON, Dean, Center for Continuing Studies 
  MONICA C. DEVERS, Dean, School of Health & Human Services
  DANIEL D. GREGORY, Interim Dean, College of Science & Engineering
  PATRICIA A. HUGHES, Interim Dean, School of Graduate Studies
  DIANA R. LAWSON, Dean, Herberger Business School
  MARK SPRINGER, Dean, College of Liberal Arts
  MARK VARGAS, Dean, Learning Resources Services
 FACULTY ASSOCIATION STEPHEN HORNSTEIN, Professor  
 REMARKS Teacher Development
   Faculty Association President
  
 ALUMNI ASSOCIATION REMARKS BRENT D. SKAJA, ‘05 
  St. Cloud State University Alumni Association
 *MUSIC “UNIVERSITY HYMN” by Harvey Waugh and Amy Dale, emeriti professors
 SCSU Wind Ensemble and Audience (Words are found in the back of the program.)
  
 CLOSING   WANDA I. OVERLAND, Vice President for Student Life and Development
 *RECESSIONAL MUSIC “MARCH FOR THE PRINCE OF WALES”  by Joseph Haydn, arr. Hash
 SCSU Wind Ensemble “KOENIGSMARSCH”  by Richard Strauss, arr. Roger L. Barrett
 GRANT GARBER, Student Conductor 
*Audience please stand
g r a d u at e s 
Doctor of Education
KARRIE ANN BOSER 
Pierz 
Principal Training and Behavior in using 
Student Achievement Data in the Teacher 
Evaluation Process 
Faculty Chair: Dr. John Eller
LYNN IRIS MELANIE DAVIS 
St. Cloud 
Women of Color Leaders in MnSCU’s Four-Year 
Universities 
Faculty Chair: Dr. Christine Imbra
SHEILA ANTIONETTE ELLER 
Stillwater 
An Examination of Walkthroughs: 
Implementation and Perceptions of Elementary 
Principals in Minnesota 
Faculty Chair: Dr. Roger Worner
SHAWN MARIE HOFFMAN-BRAM 
Sartell 
A Study of Usage and Implementation of 
Flexbooks among Teachers and Principals in 
Arizona 
Faculty Chair: Dr. John Eller 
Hooder: Dr. Kay Worner 
JOHN ANDREW MUENICH 
Duluth 
A Study of How Secondary Principals in 
Minnesota Perceive the Evaluation of Their 
Performance 
Faculty Chair: Dr. John Eller
PATTY CATHERINE POPP 
Improving the Likelihood of School Completion 
for Disengaged Students: An Evaluation of a 
School's Quest to Employ School Engagement 
Data to Promote Positive School Outcomes 
Faculty Chair: Dr. John Eller
ERIC JON RUNESTAD 
Marshall 
Grow Your Own Leaders: Campus-Based 
Leadership Development Programs 
Faculty Chair: Dr. Michael Mills
CATHERINE ANN WYLAND 
White Bear Lake 
Underrepresentation of Females in the 
Superintendency in Minnesota 
Faculty Chair: Dr. John Eller
Master of Arts
CARTER LEE CLAPSADLE 
REBECCA LYNN DARGATZ 
Watertown, South Dakota
SHI FENG 
JOEL COREY FITZGERALD 
Hopkins
KRISTINA KATHERINE GEORGE 
St. Cloud
LEAH FAITH HAUGEN 
Moose Lake
NANCY KATHRYN HEACOCK 
JACK ANDREW HENNES 
Zimmerman
DUSTIN JAMES HORNER 
Deer River
PAUL RICHARD KEYWORTH 
Bournemouth, Dorset, UK









MICHAEL EDWARD MODAHL 
Alexandria
GABRIEL MARCOS MONTES 
Hutchinson
JACOB HANSEN ODDEN 
Grand Rapids
JACLYN SUSAN PETERSON 
St. Cloud
ALLA ALEXANDROVNA PONOMAREVA 
Bonner, Montana
ERIN ELIZABETH SCHAEFER 
St. Cloud
DEREK JAMES SPODEN 
Sauk Rapids
BRIAN ERIC JOSEPH TAYLOR 
Syracuse, New York









Master of Business 
Administration
BENJAMIN LEE ARNESON 
KEVIN GENE BARNES 
TUCKER JAMES BEHRNS 
Big Lake






JACKSON P. EVERTS 
Battle Lake




JULIE MARIE JENKINS 
Mound
KATHRYN MARIE KRECH 
Bloomington
DAVID BURTON LURA 
Maple Grove
CARL JEROME MAHMOOD 
Lake Elmo
CHAD ANTHONY MILLNER 
STEVEN DOUGLAS MINOR 
Foreston
BRENDAN MICHAEL NEIDERMEIER 
TU NGUYEN 
Long Xuyen, Vietnam
LAURA ANN NORDELL 
Plymouth
SEAN K. O’BRIEN 
SARAH ANN OLSON 
Monticello
LINDA PHA 
KATIE BETH PULSCHER 
Champlin
MICHAEL JOHN PUNCOCHAR 
New Prague
KIMBERLY LYNN RATH 
Mattawan, Michigan
PETER ROSS ROGERS 
JACK DOUGLAS RUHLAND 
Eden Valley
PAUL JOHN SALETEL 
Buffalo
PETER JOHN SHORT 
Spring Lake Park
JONATHAN CURTIS WHITING 
Shakopee
Master of Engineering 
Management
NISHANT ARYAL 









To prepare programs in advance, this is a listing of students who submitted an application to graduate in the Office of Records and Registration by the published deadline for this 
semester.  This is not a list of registered commencement ceremony participants.  This is not an official list of graduates or honors.  This list may have inaccuracies and omissions.  
Graduation and receipt of honors are validated by the student’s permanent records which are kept by the Office of Records and Registration.
SOWMITH REDDY NALLA 
Hyderabad, India













ROBERT JOSHUA ANDERSON 
Thief River Falls




LORENE M. AXVIG 
Circle Pines
CHRISTOPHER JOHN BECKER 
Sparks, Nevada
MILES DEAN BECKNER 
Burnsville
LAURA ANN BEHLKE 
Eden Prairie
KITT LEE BELANGER 
Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin
ANNA VODA BELPEDIO 
Coon Rapids
EMILY ANNE BENDORAITIS 
Elko New Market
ROBERT ROLAND BENNER 
Isanti
AMANDA KAY BENSON 
Eagan
TRAVIS MICHAEL BENSON 
ALISSA JO BERTHIAUME 
Andover
KATHERINE BREMER BICKFORD 
Cambridge
MOLLY ELIZABETH BISHOP 
Grand Rapids
SATAKARNI YAGNAVALKYA BOMMULURI 
St.Cloud
ERICA JOY BOSSERT 
Watertown
SYRENA L’ORL BOWEN 
Andover
CHRISTINA LORY BRASEL 
ELLA ANN BRESSON 
Cottonwood
SARA HART BRODEUR 
Cass Lake
CURT KELBY BROWN 
Baxter




NICOLE ELIZABETH BUTLER 
Carlos
ANNE MICHELLE CAMERON 
Sartell






KAREN LEE CHRISTIANSON 
Big Lake
MARJORIELEE SHARON CHRISTIANSON 
Saint Francis
JACOB ALLEN CLABORN 
NJERI M. CLEMENT 
St. Cloud
CRISTIN MICHELLE CLINE 
Rhinelander, Wisconsin
TONY ANDREW COOLEY 
Jordan
ANDREW LOUIS CRAFT 
West Allis, Wisconsin
AARON JOHN CRITCHLEY 
Roseau
RORY ALLEN CRUSER 
Sauk Rapids
BENJAMIN JOSEPH CURRAN 
Waterloo, Iowa
JENNIFER ANN DALE 
Chisago City
JILLIAN LEE DALEIDEN 
Blaine
AMBER ELAINE DAVIS 
NICOLE MARIE DEHN 
Princeton
JEAN MARIE DEMPSEY 
St. Cloud
STEPHANIE JEAN DIAZ-CELON 
Coon Rapids
JOSHUA ARNOLD DICKINSON 
NATALIE ALYSE DONALDSON 
Springfield, Illinois
JULIA VICTORIA DOWDEN 
St. John’s NL, Canada
WILLIAM EDWARD DOWDEN 
St. John’s, Canada
HOLLY MARIE DRAGISICH 
JIE DUAN 
Tianjin, China
KRYSTAL GENE DUFF 
Colorado Springs, Colorado
JONPAUL MICHAEL DUFOUR 
Pineville, Louisiana
RACHEL VICTORIA DYE 
SARAH ROSE ECKHOFF 
Corcoran
BRETTA ANN EDWARDS 
New Ulm
CHAD ARTHUR EICKHOFF 
ROCHELLE ANITA ELFELT 
Andover
KAARI HELENE ESPELAND 
Henning
MARK JOHN EVELAND 
St. Cloud
ALEXANDER VERNE FARBER 
Little Falls
JADE MARIE FIEDLER 
White Bear Lake
KRISTIN ANN FIEDLER 
Ham Lake
TRACY MARIE FIX 
STEPHANIE ALANA FLETCHER 
Maple Grove
JASON ROBERT FLOREK 
St. Augusta
TAMMY LYNN FRENCH 
Kimball
RABI GARTAULA 
AMY CAITLIN GARWOOD 
Green Bay, Wisconsin
JORDI MARIE GERKING 
Spirit Lake, Iowa
BENJAMIN THEODORE GILL 
LaCrosse, Wisconsin
JEFFREY EVAN GUEST 
Benson
KRISTIN VICTORIA GUNBY 
KIMBERLY VICTORIA HALBERT 
Pine City
KAYLA MARIE HALLER 
Coon Rapids
KATLYN DIANNE HAMM 
Bristol, Wisconsin
TRISTAN DANIEL HAMMELL 
Caledonia
SAMUEL LE HANSEN 
Mankato
KRISTOPHER BRYCE EVERETT HANSGEN 
St. Cloud
CHRISTOPHER ALAN HANSON 
Milaca
LUCAS DANIEL HARTOG 
Cold Spring
DAWN RENEE HAWKINS 
Long Prairie
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KIMBERLY ANN HEIDE 
Duluth
WILLIAM DAVID HEIKKILA 
Waite Park
CHARLOTTE ROSE HEINZ 
BRITTANY RENEE HEMANN 
White Bear Lake
MARK JOHN HENRICH 
Richmond
CALISTA LAURA HETT 
Farmington
CHARITHA SASIKA HETTIARACHCHI 
St. Cloud
BREANNE ALYSE HIIVALA 
St. Cloud
JUSTINE NICOLE HILDEN 
East Bethel
JESSE MILO HILLYER 
Pierz
LISA MARIE HODENA 
Hinckley
CHRISTIANN KAYA HOFFMAN 
Richmond
ELIZABETH JANE HOLMES 
Birmingham, West Midlands, UK




SEAN PATRICK JOHNS 
Coon Rapids
BRETT ALAN JOHNSON 
Grand Forks, North Dakota
DANA LAUREN JOHNSON 
Elk River
SAMANTHA NICOLE JOHNSON 
Cold Spring








MARIAMA CIRE KEBE 
ERIK BRETT KEHL 




MITCHELL HENRY KLEINSCHRODT 
Alden
ANNARAE JANE KLOPFER 
AMANDA DAWN KLUTMAN 
Rockford
KYLE AARON KNUDTSON 
St. Cloud
RICHARD RAYMOND KRAMER 
Bemidji
MEGAN ELIZABETH KRUEGER 
Monticello
CHANNA JAYANATH KUMARAGE 
Kalutara, Sri Lanka
SIERRA NAHID LANGLIE 
Ashby
HILARY BETH LARSEN 
Richfield
JOSEPH JOHN LARSEN 
Maple Grove
ANGELA ANNE LARSON 
Clear Lake
ANNA LEE LARSON 
St. Cloud






SAMPADA SURYA LEHMAN 
MI KI LEONG 
Malaysia






ELIZABETH ANNE LOOD 
Richfield
ABBY LYNN LYON 
Melrose
SARAH MARIE MAGNUSON 
Buffalo
KASARA ANN MAHLMEISTER 
Eyota
AKALANKA BANDARA MAILEWA 
NAOMI MUMBI MAINA 
Nairobi, Kenya
TIMOTHY JOHN MARKER 
Minneapolis
MARTIN MARK MARSOLAIS FARMER 
EVAN DAVID MATSON 
Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada
KAITLIN MCGRAW MAY 
Hutchinson
DANIEL ALLEN MCCLURE 
Sartell
BECCA LYNN MCCOY 
La Crescent
MELYSSA ROSE MCDONOUGH 
Buffalo
MARNIE JO MCINNIS 
Alexandria
RANAJIT SINGH MEHROKE 
PAIGE NAOMI MEIER 
Dassel
NATHAN PAUL METZGER 
Apple Valley
LYNN MARIE MEUWISSEN 
Big Lake
MEGHAN LEIGH MILLER 
Bloomington
ANTONIA DONALD MKUNYA 
LANCE ARTHUR MOBERLY 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota




ANGIE JEAN MONSON 
Brainerd
SHERYL LYNN MURPHY 
KRISTEN LEE NELSON 
Sartell
EMILY ROSE NEUENSCHWANDER 
Northfield




RICHARD EDWARD NORRIS 
Willmar





BRENT ALAN NYHAMMER 
St. Joseph
KAITLYN MARIE OGREN 
Elk River
MARIN KAY OLSON 
Elk River
JESSICA S. ONKEN 
Marshall
BRADLEY NELSON OUART 
Sauk Rapids




BRIANA MAY PETERSON 
Sartell
EMMALYNE THEILEN PETERSON 
Champlin
JOHN O’TOOLE PETERSON 
Fertile
KELLI MARIE PETTIS 
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JOSHUA ALLEN PIERSKALLA 
Willmar
AARON ALEXANDER PIOTROWSKI 
Rice
NANCY ANN PLANTE 
JANNELLE LYNNE PRESCOTT 
Princeton
HANNAH SUSAN PROELL 
St. Cloud
JILLIAN ELIZABETH PULTZ 
St. Paul
PAULA JEAN QUALEN 
Andover
NICOLE LEE QUAST 
Roseville




ROCHELLE ANNE SWANSON RAY 
Blaine
STACY ELIZABETH REGNIER 
Plover, Wisconsin




MELODY ANN RIEBE 
Lindstrom
HOLLY NICOLE ROBERTS 
St. Cloud
HANNAH MORIAH ROGAK 
Chicago, Illinois
TESSA MARIE ROHL 
Palm Desert, California
NANCY ANN ROLSTAD 
Clear Lake
NATHAN DAVIS RUSSELL 
Buffalo
CHARLES GLENN RYAN 
St. Michael
KELSEY JO SAEHR 
Pierz
ANDREW GREGORY SAILER 
Elmwood, Wisconsin
TESSA ROSE SCHEFFLER 
Brooklyn Park
ALEXIS KATHRYN SCHEWE 
Grand Rapids, Michigan
SAMANTHA JO SCHMIDT 
Chaska
KRISTEN LORRAINE SCHNEIDER 
Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada
MELISSA KAY SCHRODEN 
Big Lake
SALLY ANN SEABROOK 
TIFFANY ANNE SEAMANS 
Medicine Lake
JEREME HARVEY SEEFELDT 
Litchfield
ANTONY GERD SEEMANN 
Victoria
KATHERYNE JENNA SHARP 
Danville, California
SARAH MICHELLE SIMONTON 
LAUREN ELIZABETH SINN 
St. Cloud
JOSEPH LEO SIPE 
Champlin
JEREMY W. SIPPEL 
New Holstein, Wisconsin
JENNIFER LYNN SMITH 
Fergus Falls
RACHEL CATHERINE SMITH 
Plymouth
DAWN MARIE SNOOK 
Brainerd
SARAAG REDDY SOLIPURAM 
St. Cloud
MOHAMED AMIN SOUMAH 
St. Cloud
DEREK JAMES SPODEN 
Sauk Rapids
AYRIEL KATHLEEN STEFFES 
St. Cloud
SANDRA JEAN STENERSON 
CHELSEY MAE STEPANEK 
Maple Grove
JENNA LEA STONEKING 
Macomb, Illinois
MEGAN HOLLY STROH 
Underwood
LUKE JOSEPH SZCZECH 
St. Cloud




NICHOLAS BRUCE TAYLOR 
Princeton
JASON CHEW KIT THAM 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia




STEPHEN MATTHEW TUYTSCHAEVERS 
Valparaiso, Indiana
ROSLYN ELIZABETH UDAIRAM 
Burnsville
ANNA LEE URBANSKI 
Indianapolis, Indiana
NICHOLAS STEVEN WALTHER 
Grove City
PAMELA TERESA WALZ 
Cold Spring
JENNA LYNN WARMAN 
St. Cloud
GERI DEAN WARNER 
Milaca
KATHERINE ANN WEBSTER 
Sartell
KRISTEN IVERSON WEIDNER 
River Falls, Wisconsin
CHELSEY JO WENTZ 
STEPHEN WILLIAM WIGAND 
Thief River Falls
AMBER ELIZABETH WILLIAMS 
Elysian
JENNIFER KAY WILLIAMS 
Burnsville
ANGELA LARAE WITTE 
Sartell
LISA MARIE WOLDMOE 
Andover
KOU JOEY YANG 
Inver Grove Heights
KARSEN JAMES YELLE 








Master of Social Work
MANDY MARIE ANDERSON 
Sartell
GRACE M. COOPER 
Brooklyn Park
JENNIFER M. DOMBOVY 
Foley
STEPHANIE LYNN FORD 
St. Cloud




KENDRA LEANN HESS 
Plymouth
KHRISTINA ROSE HINNENKAMP 
Melrose




AMBER MARIE KENT 
Milaca
KRISTINE MARIE LOEHRS 
Cologne
KRISTA LYN MCFARLAND 
Oak Park
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AARON THOMAS OIE 
Buffalo
DESIREE DANILLIA PEMBERTON 
Roseau, Dominica
MELISSA ANN PETERSON 
Isle
SAMANTHA JO PETTIT 
Monticello
STEPHANIE LYNN PIERCE 
New London-Spicer
REBECCA ANN RICHEL 
St. Cloud
NANCY ANN SCHAUER 
Brainerd
RACHEL KAY SHEMON 
Maple Grove
SARAH ELIZABETH SOPHER 
Monticello
NADIA FAUSTINA THATCHER 
Willmar
RACHEL ELIZABETH JOHNSTON 
VANOVERBEKE 
St. Louis Park
BRITNE ELIZABETH WEIHER 
Staples
DE ELLA DAWN WILCOX 
St. Cloud
KELLY HLEE YANG 
Minneapolis
u n d e r g r a d u at e s 
Baccalaureate




ABDINASIR HASSAN ABDI-OMAR 
ABDULLAHI A. ABDULLE 
St. Cloud
EYOB MUSSIE ABEBE 
Minneapolis
PARKER WILLIAM ABEL 
Alabama
HANNAH REBEKAH ABRAHAM 
Magna Cum Laude 
Monticello
RUQAYAH ABDELMUTI ABUHADID 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
ELIZABETH ANNE ACKER 
Golden Valley
ASHTON OTTO ADANK 
Kasson
MERON ASSEFA ADUGNA 
Burnsville
JOSEPH BABAFEMI AGUNSOYE 
St. Cloud
CHASIDY LEA AHLRICH 
Magna Cum Laude 
Monticello
DUSTIN JEFFREY AHMANN 
Cold Spring
LENSA ABDO AHMED 
Dire Dawa, Ethiopia
EMILY ELIZABETH AISTRUP 
Alexandria
APRIL ANAALICIA  AIUPPA 
Zimmerman
ABEER ABBAS AKHAWAHER 
Saudi Arabia
ABDULLAH DAAJ AL DAAJ 
Hofuf, Saudi Arabia
DUSTIN PATRICK ALAMA 
Annandale
PAUL JOSEPH ALBRECHT 
Woodbury
VANESSA JEAN ALBRIGHT 
Cum Laude 
Eden Valley
ABDULLAH ABDULAZIZ ALDABLAN 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
HAITAM ABDULAZIZ ALDAIJ 
St. Cloud
FAHAD A. ALFAHHAD 
Cum Laude 
Riyadh, Saudia Arabia
ATALLAH M. ALHUDAIERY 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
MARYAN ABDIRAHMAN ALI 
St. Cloud
ALAA HAMAD ALJAHDALI 
Saudi Arabia, Jeddah
EINAS HANI ALKHATIB 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sartell
ANDREA NICOLE ALLEN 
Tomah, Wisconsin
QASIM MOHAMMED AL MARHOON 
St. Cloud
BENJAMIN JOHN ALVERSON 
Cottage Grove
CARLY MICHELLE AMBERG 
Cum Laude 
Watertown
NICHOLAS MARTIN AMBRUS 
Rosemount
HOLALI OBOENI AMEVOR 
ALICIA MARIE ANDERSON 
Richfield
BELINDA KATRICE ANDERSON 
St. Cloud
CHELSEA ANN ANDERSON 
Baudette
COLE PRESTON ANDERSON 
Forest Lake
CORY JOHN ANDERSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Elk River
CULLEN JAMES ANDERSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Chanhassen
DUSTIN LEE ANDERSON 
Cum Laude 
Cambridge
ERIC PAUL ANDERSON 
Elk River
ERIC WILLIAM ANDERSON 
Maplewood
KARISSA NICOLE ANDERSON 
Monticello
KENTON CHARLES ANDERSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Buffalo
MADELINE RAE ANDERSON 
MICHAEL D. ANDERSON 
Waconia
MONICA E. ANDERSON 
Ramsey
SAVANNAH RAE ANDERSON 
Cum Laude 
Coon Rapids
JESSICA MARIE ARENSMAN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Monticello
CRISTHIAN ALEXIS ARIAS 
Melrose
ZACHARY PAUL ARMSTRONG 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
CHARLES DANIEL ARNZEN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Brainerd
JOHN D. ARTHUR 
MUNA HASSAN AW MOHAMED 
ALFREDO ALBERTO AZEVEDO DE OLIVEIRA 
Magna Cum Laude 
Itajai, SC, Brazil
ANDREW DAVID BACHMAN 
Cum Laude 
Champlin





ABIGAIL RENEE BANKS 
Cum Laude 
Prior Lake
JOSEPH DANIEL BARDEN 
St. Cloud
DONNA CECILIA BARES 
Magna Cum Laude 
Maple Lake
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ZACHARY DAVID BARNAAL 
Magna Cum Laude 
Forest Lake
KELLIE LYNN BARNABY 
Summa Cum Laude 
Baxter
ALEX BENJAMIN BARNES 
St. Paul
BRIAN LEE BARNES 
Little Falls
TIMOTHY S. BARNES 
Cum Laude 
California, Maryland
NICOLE R. BARNETT 
Roseville
WILLIAM JAMES BARNHART 
Cottage Grove
ABDIWELI M. BARRE 
BRIGIT LYNNE BARSTAD 
Ham Lake
ASHLEY MARIE BARTHEL 
Magna Cum Laude 
Annandale
STEPHEN DELANO BARTHEL 
Summa Cum Laude 
LINDSEY JAYNE BARTHOLDI 
Isanti
WARREN JOSEPH BARTHOLOMEW 
Warren, Wisconsin
MICHAEL ANDREW BASSI 
Waukesha, Wisconsin
HEATHER ALISON BATES 
Cum Laude 
Elbow Lake
STEPHANIE MARIE BATES 
Cum Laude 
Champlin
MARC STEVEN BAUER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Faribault
JONATHAN DANIEL BAUMANN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Grand Marais
MATTHEW ALAN BAUMANN 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
ALLISA JANE BELCHER 
Braham
LOLADE ASMA BELLO 
St. Cloud
GABRIEL BELLORIN RODRIQUEZ 
Cum Laude 
Caracas, Venezuela
BREANNA FAITH BELLRICHARD 
Sartell
MARGARET KATHERINE BENDA 





ARIELLE JUL BENOIT 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
ALYSSA MARIE BENSON 
Shakopee
HEATHER A. BENSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Francis
JACOB BRADLEY BENSON 
Anoka
JESSICA LEE BENSON 
Grand Meadow
JACQUELINE M. BEREFSKY 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
TAYLOR EUGENE BERENT 
Weaverly
AMY LYNN BERG 
Albertville
PATRICK DANIEL BERGAN 
Amery, Wisconsin
TIMOTHY CLARENCE BERGSTRASER 
St. Cloud
ELIZABETH ANN BERKNER 
IAN ROBERT BERNICK 
Summa Cum Laude 
MEGAN E. BERRAY 
Magna Cum Laude 
Minneapolis
KYLE PATRICK BERTRAM 
TODD MICHAEL BESTGEN 
Rochester
KRISTI LYNN BEZNER 
KAMAL BHATTARAI 
St. Cloud
KIMBERLIE JEAN BIDDICK 
Woodbury
BREANNA SHELLINE BIGGER 
Princeton
CALLAN DORIA BILLINGS 
Victoria
LAURA GRACE BISHOP 
Cum Laude 
Superior, Wisconsin
MATTHEW STEVEN BITNER 
Champlin
AARON D. BJORK 
St. Cloud
BECKY ANN BLACKORBAY 
White Bear Lake
JAMES R. BLAIR 
Cum Laude 
Champlin
ERIKA KAY BLANK 
Nicollet
ALEXEY M. BLINNIKOV 
Magna Cum Laude 
TARA JEAN BLOM 
Austin
KATIE JO BLOMBERG 
Cum Laude 
Monticello
ERIC CRAIG BLONIGEN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Monticello
ROBIN ANGEL BLY 
Magna Cum Laude 
Fosston
AMANDA MARY BOECKERMANN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Upsala
JOSHUA GREGORY BOERUM 
White Bear Lake
JONATHAN EDWARD BOESCHE 
Summa Cum Laude 
Glencoe
AUSTIN RICHARD BOHLIG 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
CHEE YONG BOK 
Summa Cum Laude 
Johor, Malaysia
KYLE RICHARD BOLAND 
JOSHUA FREDRICK ALLAN BOLL 
Ward, South Dakota
LAURALEE ROSE BOOKER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Motley
AUSTIN NEAL BORGERDING 
Freeport




JASON WILLIAM BOUNSAVATH 
Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Park
STANIKKA DELASHAY BRADFORD-BROWN 
St. Paul
BRITTANY ELIZABETH BRAEGELMANN 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
JARED PATRICK BRAEGELMANN 
St. Cloud
MEGAN MARIE BRANG 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
MEGAN MARIE BRANTLEY 
Cum Laude 
Big Lake
MEGHAN KRISTINE BRAUTIGAM 
Summa Cum Laude 
Prior Lake
SAVANNAH JANE BRAY 
Rosemount
KIRSTIE LOUISE BRENGMAN 
Summa Cum Laude 
JAMES THOMAS BRENNAN 
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BETHANY CLARA BRIGGS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lester Prairie




Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
LUKE JOHN BRINKMAN 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Joseph
JARED CAMERON BRITTON 
Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada
THOMAS ERWIN BRITZ 
Little Falls
AMBER ROSE BROWN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Monticello
CALEB JOSHUA BROWN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Aitkin




SARAH KATHERINE BROZIK 
Cum Laude 
Mankato
KEVIN JAMES BRUDVIG 
Anoka
BRICKELLE ERIN BRUEGGEMANN 
DANIEL JOSEPH BRUGGENTHIES 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lonsdale
ROBERT DAVID BRUGGENTHIES 
Summa Cum Laude 
Lonsdale
TRACY ELIZABETH BRUNNER 
Hutchinson
NANCY KATHLEEN BRYAN WALLACE 
Summa Cum Laude 
EVAN JAMES BUCHEGER 
Glidden, Wisconsin
MATTHEW PAUL BUECKERS 
Sauk Rapids
HANNAH MARIE BUEGE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Stillwater
KALEB MICHAEL BUESING 
Lester Prairie
CHRISTINE NICOLE BURDA 
Isle
VICTORIA LYNN BURDINE 
Cum Laude 
Cambridge
VANESSA MARIE BURGGRAFF 
Summa Cum Laude 
Redfield, South Dakota
SYDNEY ALEXANDRA BURGHARDT 
Magna Cum Laude 
Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada
MICHELLE DAWN BURKE 
London, Ontario, Canada
KYLE EDWARD BURLING 
Ramsey
JOSEPH CLAY BURNS 
Minot, North Dakota
LYNN HELENE BURNS 
St. Cloud
CIMARRON SHAE BURT 
Summa Cum Laude 
Lakota, North Dakota
JEREMY CLAY BUTLER 
St.Cloud
QUINN MACKENZIE BUTLER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Coon Rapids
THEODORE WARREN BUZZELLI III 
Coon Rapids
HANQUAN CAI 
Summa Cum Laude 
Hunan, China
NICHOLAS PAUL CALHOUN 
Winona
RYAN PATRICK CAMPION 
Cum Laude 
St. Michael
BRADLEY RAYMOND CARLBERG 
Cum Laude 
Alexandria
DIANE MARIE CARLSON 
Arden Hills
DILLON DONALD CARLSON 
Cum Laude 
Ramsey
GINA MARIE CARLSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids
MATTHEW JAMES CARLSON 
Cum Laude 
Woodbury
STEVEN TRAN CARLSTED 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
MEGHAN ALYSSA CARMICHAEL 
Magna Cum Laude 
Stoughton, Wisconsin
CHRISTENIA INEZ CARPENTER 
Zimmerman
STEWART MILES CARPENTER 
New Brighton
AMY DEE CARROLL 
Prescott, Wisconsin
ZACHARY ALLEN CARTER 
Elk River
ELLEN MARIE CASEY 
Grand Rapids
THOMAS PATRICK CASEY 
Shakopee
JOSHUA WESLEY CATTLEDGE 
TRISTAN PAUL CAVALIER 
Chaska
 
MICHELLE KAREN CHABOT 
Cold Spring
CLARE MARIE CHALUPSKY 
Winsted
LUCAS JOHN CHAPMAN 
Princeton




ZACHARY MICHAEL CHRISTENSON 
Elk River
DEREK EVAN CHRISTIANSEN 
Cum Laude 
Austin
KATIE CHRISTINA CHRISTIANSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Francis
TATE ALAN CHRISTOPHERSON 
Osseo
TUNG CHAN CHUOL 
CLARE ELIZABETH CIANFLONE 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sauk Centre
GREGORY JOHN CIMENSKI 
Magna Cum Laude 
Royalton
ZACHARY JULIUS CLARK 
Little Falls
JORDAN DELON CLARKSEAN 
Canby
ALEX JOSEPH CLYSDALE 
Eagan
NICHOLAS JAMES COCKRIEL 
Coon Rapids
JAYNE ELIZABETH COFFEE 
Milaca
ANTHONY JOSEPH COFFEY 
Cum Laude 
St. Michael
KATHRYN ELIZABETH COIL 
Sturgeon Lake
ASHLEY MAE COLE 
Plymouth
ZACHARY STEVEN CONKLIN 
Cum Laude 
Waubun
CAITLIN JANE CONNELLY 
Benson
KYLE R. CONNOLLY 
Bloomington
CARLY JO CONNOR 
Superior, Wisconsin
BRANDON THOMAS COOK 
Rush City
CONNIE LYNN COOLEY 
Cum Laude 
Foley
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EMMA MARIE COPLEY 
Cum Laude 
Elk River
KARLEE ANN COX 
Summa Cum Laude 
Monticello
MEGAN KATHLEEN COX 
Summersville, West Virginia
ERIK MONGAR CRANE 
ALISHA RAE CROMWELL 
Watertown, South Dakota
DAMARIUS RASHAD CRUZ 
Havre de Grace, Maryland
LINDSIE ROSE CUNNINGHAM 
Magna Cum Laude 
Hancock
NICOLE ANNA CUNNINGHAM 
Cum Laude 
Shakopee
ALYSSA JOY CURREN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brainerd
KRISTOPHER D. CUSTER 
Faribault





DANIELLE NICOLE DAHL 
Shakopee
KARA ANN DAHMEN 
Cum Laude 
Waunakee, Wisconsin
ASHLEY L. DALBEC 
Summa Cum Laude 
Medina
SHANE MATTHEW DALTON 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
BRETT JAMES DANIELSON 
Cokato
TRAVIS TERENCE DANIELSON 
Cum Laude 
Eagan
MARCIA ANN DAY 
Cum Laude 
Waite Park
NOELLE KRISTINE DAY 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
JEFFRY PETER DEBROBANDER 
St. Cloud
ASHLEE MARIE DEHN 
St. Peter
MATTHEW GREGORY DEHN 
Rogers
STEVEN JOHN DELEON 
Cottage Grove
LINDSEY RAE DEMKO 
Woodbury
 




APRIL LYNN DENNY 
Summa Cum Laude 
Baxter
MICHAEL HAROLD DENUCCI 
Cedar
DANIELLE ROSE DESMARAIS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Loretto






ALEXIS DIANE DICKE 
Plymouth
TRINH TO DIEP 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
CODY J. DIETRICH 
Hayfield
BRIANNA LEIGH DIETZ 
Cum Laude 
Grafton
ELLIE SUE DIETZEN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Black Creek, Wisconsin
HALEY ANN DILLAN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Milaca
TYLER JOHN DISTAD 
Albert Lea
ZACHARY ANDREW DITMARSEN 
MICHAEL SALVATORE DIXON 
Corcoran
BRENDAN JOHN DLUGOSCH 
St. Cloud
NHUNG HONG DO 
Cum Laude 
Hanoi, Vietnam
CHRISTOPHER JOSEPH DOHERTY 
Coon Rapids
CATHERINE KOU DOLO 
St. Cloud
ROBERT NYAH DOLO 
New Brighton
BRITTNEY MARIE DOPERALSKI 
Big Lake
ALEX PAUL DOROSZ 
Seymour, Wisconsin
ERIC D. DORPHY 
Brooklyn Park
ELIZABETH FAY JEAN DOUBEK 





ALEXANDER JAMES DOWNIE 
COURTNEY MARIE DOWNING 
Anoka
JORDAN MARIE DRASLER 
Brooklyn Park
RYAN JEREMY DRISCOLL 
Cum Laude 
KAYLA MAE DUBE 
Summa Cum Laude 
Clearwater
ZACHARY NICHOLAS DUBOIS 
Brooklyn Center
DIANNAH STROTHER DUBOSE 
Summa Cum Laude 
Bowdon, Georgia
EMILY ANNE DURKIN 
Cum Laude 
Shakopee
SEAN PATRICK DURKIN 
Cum Laude 
Woodbury
JEFFREY J. DVORAK 




BROOK MENGESTE EDDLE 
Crystal
DREW GARRETT EDMISON 
Princeton
HUNTER HOWARD EGGERS 
Bloomington
JAMES RUSSELL EICHHOLZ 
Champlin
PETER DANIEL EISCHENS 
Belle Plaine
DANIEL GENE ELISZEWSKI 
Magna Cum Laude 
Becker
VICTORIA YOUNG ELISZEWSKI 
Magna Cum Laude 
Becker
COLE ALLEN ELLEFSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Silver Bay
MELISSA KAROL ELSEN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Coon Rapids
KYLE KRISTOFER EMMERICH 
Albany
JACOB DANIEL EMSLANDER 
Sartell
ELLEN KATHRYN ENGEBRETSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
South Haven
KELSEY ANN ENGELEN 
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TRAVIS ALLEN ENGER 
Maple Grove
TATE OWEN ENGSTRAND 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
SAM JAMES EPPEN 
Kasson
ANGEL CHRISTIE ERICKSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Michael
ANGELA MCCAULEY ERICKSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Dassel
MARIE AGNES ERICKSON 
Baudette
SHANNON ROSSLYN ESCOTO NAVARRO 
W. St. Paul
BROOKE NICOLE EVANS 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
DEREK WAYNE EVENSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Nelson, Wisconsin
KYLE JACOB EVERSON 
JEFFREY D. EWALD 
Chanhassen
ZACHARY MICHAEL EWALD 
Magna Cum Laude 
Monticello
REBECCA MAE EWERT 
Magna Cum Laude 
MIKAYLA JOY FAGEN 
Alexandria
MOHAMED HASSAN FARAH 
NASRA ALI FARAH 
Blaine
JACK TYLER FARISS 
Cum Laude 
Brainerd
DAVID ROBERT FARMER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Milaca
EMILY ARLENE FARMER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Foreston
NASH FRANCIS FAULK 
Waverly
ELIZABETH MORGAN FEERO 
Summa Cum Laude 
Princeton
BRITTNEY JILL FERGUSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Michael
MARIAN STEPHNIE FERNANDO 
Magna Cum Laude 
Wennappuwa, Sri Lanka
KATRINA THERESA FINK 
Elk River
ANGELA CATHLEEN FINNEGAN 
North Branch
CALLIE MARIE FINNEGAN 
Cum Laude 
Cottage Grove
GARRETT SCOTT FISCHER 
Cum Laude 
KASIE DANIELLE FISCHER 
MELISSA NICOLE FISCHER 
Lakeville
BRITTANY M. FISHER 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
JOLENE MARIE FITCH 
Fort Ripley
COREY SEAN FITZGERALD 
Cum Laude 
Richfield
RYAN ALAN FITZGERALD 
Rochester
NICHOLAS LEE FLATTUM 
Cum Laude 
Shoreview
COLE DANIEL FLATZ 
Rush City
TRAVIS EVERETT FLEMING 
Magna Cum Laude 
Monticello
JUSTIN DAVID FLETCHER 
Maryville, Illinois
HANNAH MARIE FLUGSTAD 
Bloomington
LIA MARIE FOGGIA 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ramsey
MELISSA ANN FOLKERT 
Cum Laude 
Plainview
JARROD MITCHELL FORD 
Rock Island, Illinois
ELISE ANN FORTIER 
Cum Laude 
Little Falls
JESSICA RENEE FOSCHI 
Cum Laude 
Andover
JOLENE SUSAN FOSS 
Princeton
TYLER MARK FOSSEN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Owatonna
PAUL ALAN FOSTER 
Andover
JAPHET JUNIOR FOTSO KAMGA 
MARIAH RAE FOUQUETTE 
CATARINA LARA FRANCA 
Summa Cum Laude 
Belo Horizonte, MG-Brazil
AMY MICHELLE FRANK 
Cold Spring
 
MITCHEL LOUIS FRASCONE 
Summa Cum Laude 
Monticello
CHRISTIAN GEORGE FREDERIKSEN 
Cum Laude 
Askov
AMANDA JANE FREIDERICH 
Alexandria
CYNDI L. FREILINGER 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
BENJAMIN MAXWELL FREY 
Magna Cum Laude 
Eveleth
MILES ROMAN FRIENDSHUH 
St. Michael
ANTHONY MICHAEL FRISKE 
Inver Grove Heights
NICHOLAS WILLIAM FROST 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
MICHAEL ANTHONY FRUCHTL 
Magna Cum Laude 
Apple Valley
KATELYN JOELLE FUHRMAN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Pierz
MITCHELL ARTHUR GAGNE 
Sauk Rapids
KARLI BETH GALSTAD 
East Grand Forks
MATTHEW STEPHEN GAMNIS 
White Bear Lake





JAIME LEA GARAS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sartell
KENNETH LEE GARAS 
Park Rapids
JADE MATRACA GARDAS 
Cum Laude 
Bethel
JESSICA S. GARRETT 
Orlando, Florida
MATHEW OMAR GARRETT 
Magna Cum Laude 
Mascoutah, Illinois
ANDREW JOHN GAUGHAN 
St. Paul
ERIC ANTHONY GEFFRE 
Inver Grove Heights
JEFFREY PHILLIP GEIER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Andover
BRANDON SCOTT GEISS 
Shorewood
GEORGI GANEV GEORGIEV 
Cum Laude 
Veliko Tarnovo, Bulgaria, EU
13
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JAMIE MARIE GERAETS 
Monticello
CAITLIN JEAN GERDES 
St. Cloud
SEAN PAUL GERGEN 
Cum Laude 
Woodbury
ADAM MICHAEL GIAMBRUNO 
St. Cloud
ROBERT MICHAEL GIBSON 
Cum Laude 
Rosemount
MATTHEW LAWRENCE GIERSDORF 
St. Cloud
JULIA ANN-MARIE GILBERT 
Magna Cum Laude 
Hermantown
BRANDY SUE GILBERTSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Savage
BRIAN MICHAEL GILLESPIE 
Urbandale, Iowa
ANTWONE DA’MARCUS GILLS 
ELISE KATHERINE GILLSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
BIBIANA APPLELYN GIPLE 
Albertville
STEPHEN PAUL GIRTZ 
St. Cloud
AMANDA MARIE GLANZ 
Sartell
CARLY ANN GLIEDEN 
Chaska
ALEX EUGENE GNAN 
Chanhassen
ANDREW DAVID GNIRK 
Willmar
KAYLA MICHELLE GOBIN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Superior, Wisconsin
JULIANNE MARIE GODBOUT 
Magna Cum Laude 
Chisago City
ADAM BERNARD GOEBEL 
Avon
DANIELLE ELIZABETH GOEDEN 
Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids
KYLE JAMES GOEDTEL 
Cum Laude 
Eden Prairie
BROOKE ELIZABETH GOLDSCHMIDT 
Magna Cum Laude 
Hutchinson
EMILIYA M. GOLOVATYY 





SETH KEENAN GOSSETT 
Cleveland, Ohio
CALLIE MARIE GRACA 
Sartell
KALEN A. GRAF 
South St. Paul
REBEKAH JANE-MARIE GRAHAM 
Magna Cum Laude 
Avon
JARED TIMOTHY GRANGROTH 
Delano
DONALD FRANKLIN GRANLUND III 
Sartell
KEVIN JAMES GRAVEL 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kingsford, Michigan
AUSTEN ARLO GRAY 
Cum Laude 
Wheaton
CRYSTAL THERESE GREELEY 
Winsted
KEELEY NICOLE GREGOIRE 
East Grand Forks
DANIEL JOSEPH GREGORY 
Magna Cum Laude 
Farmington
JORDAN MARIE GRELL 
Cum Laude 
Moville, Iowa
ANNA LEE GRIEBEL 
Cum Laude 
New Ulm
ALEX A. GRISWOLD 
Magna Cum Laude 
Princeton
SCOTT MARK GROSS 
Pierz
DAVID CHARLES GROW 
Cum Laude 
Sartell
LUKE GORDON GRUHLKE 
Monticello
SAMANTHA LYNN GRUIDL 
Summa Cum Laude 
Andover
BRIANNA LOIS GRUNST 
Cum Laude 
CALEB TODD GRUNZKE 
Cum Laude 
Hutchinson
JOHN JOSEPH GULDEN 
Chaska






Magna Cum Laude 
EMILY ANN HACKENMUELLER 
Cum Laude 
St. Michael
LEAH J. HADY 
Magna Cum Laude 
Fairmont
ASHLEY MARIE HAENY 
Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids
RACHEL ELIZABETH HAFIZ 
Woodbury
MICHAEL ARTHUR HALL 
Cum Laude 
KAY MARIE HALLBERG 
Watertown, Wisconsin
WENDY GRACE HALTERMAN 
St. Cloud
KATIE LYN HAMMOND 
Buffalo
KATIE KYEONG HANENBURG 
Maple Grove
RYAN KIM HANENBURG 
Maple Grove
DUSTIN O. HANKE 
Rice
KATHERINE DANIELLE HAPPE SCHEPERS 
Sartell
KARA RACHEL HARBAUGH 
Magna Cum Laude 
Pine Island
CASEY LEE HARDIE 
Buffalo
ELIZABETH ANN HARDING 
Plymouth
DAVID DOUGLAS HARLANDER 
Frederic, Wisconsin
RYAN MICHAEL HARPER 
Milaca
ANNA THERESA HARREN 
ADRIAN JAMES HARRIS 
Minneapolis
HOLDEN EDWARD HARTERT 
Cum Laude 
Wabasha
BENJAMIN PHILLIP HARTMAN 
Delano
NICKOLAS JOHN HARTUNG 
Arkansaw, Wisconsin
MCKAYLA JAY HARTWIG 
Elk River
MICHAEL CLAYTON HASNER 
Alexandria
TYLER J. HASS 
Crown
FATHIYA ABDULLAHI HASSAN 
St. Cloud
ANDREA MARTA HATHAWAY 
St. Cloud
AARON RICHARD HAUCK 
Champlin
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TYLER JAMES HAUGEN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Milaca
JACOB M. HAUSAUER 
JENNA MARIA HAUSCHILD 
Summa Cum Laude 
Plymouth
ANNE KRISTINE HAYES 
Summa Cum Laude 
Brainerd
NICHOLAS PATRICK HAYES 
Prior Lake
PETER ANDREW HAYES 
Cum Laude 
Big Lake
ASHLEY RENEE HEATH 
Magna Cum Laude 
Bloomington
MURPHY HULL HEBBARD 
Cum Laude 
New Lenox, Illinois
ROBERT JAMES HECK 
Cum Laude 
Andover
PATRICK JOSEPH HEGERLE 
St. Cloud
SARAH DENISE HEINS 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
ERIC FREDERICK HELD 
Waconia
BRIANNA L. HELLER 
Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids
BRITTANY LEA HEMMESCH 
Eden Valley
HANNAH MARIE HENDRICKSON 
Dassel
STEPHANIE JOY HENDRICKX 
Magna Cum Laude 
New York Mills
JOSHUA P. HENRY 
Monticello
KARIE RENEE HENRY 
St. Cloud
MITCHELL ALLEN HERCULES 
Chaska
ANPETULUTA REDDAY HERDING 
Cum Laude 
Paynesville
KRISTIN MARIE HERMAN 
Brooklyn Park
TRACY LEIGH HERSHEY 
Magna Cum Laude 
Little Falls
CHELSEA JAE HERZOG 
Cum Laude 
Bloomington
TYLER STEPHEN HETT 
Magna Cum Laude 
LEAH MARIE HETTWER 
Andover
JEFFREY WAYNE HEUER 
Brooklyn Park
CHARLES RICHARD HEXUM 
Rochester
JULIE MARIE HIESERICH 
Summa Cum Laude 
Belgrade
KELLY JEAN HILDRE 
Cum Laude 
Anoka
ADAM OIVA HILL 
Princeton
JOSEPH RAY HILL 
Magna Cum Laude 
Waunakee, Wisconsin
JUSTIN WILLIAM HILLUKKA 
Cum Laude 
Buffalo
MIZELLE KASHAUN HINES 
Minneapolis
WILLIAM NICHOLS HITT 
Stillwater
JOSEPH CURTIS HOFFMAN 
Magna Cum Laude 
KRISTI MARTHALER HOFFMAN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sauk Centre
MADELYNN RAE HOFFMAN 
HEATHER HANNAH HOFSTEDT 
Mora
MATTHEW JAMES HOHLEN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Princeton
SUSAN MARLENE HOLKER 
Monticello
DEVIN T. HOLMES 
Ramsey
EMILY ANNA HOLOCH 
Magna Cum Laude 
Vermillion, South Dakota
CHANEY L. HOLTBERG 
Willmar
MITCHELL JAMES HOLTHAUS 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
NEIL JOHN HOPFER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Richmond
RYAN ROBERT HOPKINS 
St. Cloud
KATHRYN M. HORNER-CARLSON 
St. Cloud
BENJAMIN RICHARD HOULE 
Shoreview
CHRISTOPHER D. HOVEL 
Summa Cum Laude 
Rochester
JORDYN LEIGH HOVER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Barron, Wisconsin
 
KAREN LOUISE HOVLAND 
Eagen
NAPOLEON AUGUSTUS HOWELL 
Magna Cum Laude 
Trinidad and Tobago, Pos.
TIMOTHY RONALD HRUBETZ 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids
JORDYN ALEXANDRA HUBIN 
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin
KARLIE ROCHELLE HUEBNER 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Francis
BRITTA MAE HUFFMAN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Coon Rapids
VANCE R. HULSTEIN 
Edgerton
KARL THOMAS HUNT 
TRESSA MARIE HUNTING 
Cambridge
TAYLOR MICHELLE HUTCHINS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Stewartville
MELANIE HELEN IKOLA 
Summa Cum Laude 
Independence
PATRICK SEVERE INGERSOLL 
Port-au-Prince, Haiti
JELENA IVANOVA 
Summa Cum Laude 
Parnu Estonia





ANDREW RONALD JACOBSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Hugo
BRETT ANTHONY JAHNKE 
Cum Laude 
Olivia
MARY LYN JAMES 
Cum Laude 
Elk River
THOMAS ROBERT JANSKI 
Cum Laude 
South Haven
JASON JOSEPH JANZEN 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
COREY JOSEPH JANZIG 
Duluth
LUCAS BEAU JEDLICKA 
Cedar
CODY LINUS JENKINS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Dayton
ALEC JAMES JENNIGES 
Alexandria
REBECCA ANNE JENSCH 
Cum Laude 
15
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GRACE EVELINA JENSON 
Luck, Wisconsin
CHRISTINE LOUISE JEZUSKO 
Eagan





COURTNEY MARIE JOHANNS 
Rochester
DAWN MARIE JOHN-MWANIKI 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud






CASSIE ANNE JOHNSON 
Maplewood
CHRISHAWN LAMAR JOHNSON 
Mahtomedi
DANA KRISTINE JOHNSON 
Cum Laude 
Granite Falls
DEVAN MARIE JOHNSON 
St. Cloud
ERIC STEVEN JOHNSON 
Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids
HALEY NICOLE JOHNSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
JEFFREY SAMUEL JOHNSON 
Cum Laude 
St. Peter
LAUREN GRACE JOHNSON 
Chaska
LAUREN MARIEL JOHNSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Princeton
MATTHEW JOHN JOHNSON 
Monticello
MEGAN ANN JOHNSON 
Delano
NICHOLAS CRAIG JOHNSON 
Cum Laude 
SAMANTHA LEIGH JOHNSON 
Rosemount
SIERRA MAY JOHNSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
White Bear Lake
TAYLOR CHARLES JOHNSON 
St. Cloud
WENDY MICHELLE JOHNSON 
Milaca
KEVIN JOSEPH JONELL 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Michael
 
ALISON NICOLE JONES 
Cum Laude 
Fridley
ALLISON MARIE JONES 
Brainerd
CHRISTINA CAROL JONES 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kerkhoven
EMILY LOUISE JONES 
Summa Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Park
JENNA LOUISE JONES 
Summa Cum Laude 
Taylors Falls
NIKHIL JOSHI 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kathmandu, Nepal
AARON JOSEPH JUENGER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Austin
JOLENE JENNIFER JUHL 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sturgeon Lake
LILIAN ATIENO JUMA 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
DAVID JOHN JUREK 
Magna Cum Laude 
Oak Park
DONALD THOMAS JUUL 
Evansville
ABDUL HAMED KABATO 
Kofele, Oromia, Ethiopia
ASHLEY ROSE KALKBRENNER 
JONATHON DAVIS KALTHOFF 
Waconia
NADIA BINTE MOHD KAMIL 
St. Cloud
EMILY TUULIKKI KARINIEMI 
Summa Cum Laude 
Maple Grove
JAMIE L. KASCH 
Magna Cum Laude 
Big Lake





BENJAMIN NICHOLAS KATH 
Buffalo
ANGELA JO KATZMAREK 
Magna Cum Laude 
Mounds View
SUMAWOI G. KAWALAWU 
Brooklyn Park
ANDREW CRAIG KECK 
Waseca
ANNIE MARIE KEIM 
Waconia
KIMBERLY ROSE KELLY 
Cum Laude 
Minnetonka
CHRISTOPHER J. KELSEY 
Mahtomedi
ANDREW MARK KEMPE 
Cum Laude 
West St. Paul
PATRICK KETCHAYA KETCHAYA 
St. Cloud
KATLYN ROSE KIEHN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Litchfield
ADAM JOHN KIESS 
Cold Spring
KYANNA A. KILEY 
Madison, Wisconsin
KAY EVELYN KILPATRICK 
Dousman, Wisconsin
LAUREL ANAE KIMPTON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Zimmerman
ROSS DOUGLAS KING 
International Falls
NICOLE MARIE KIRBERGER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Anoka
ALLYSON ANN KIRCHHOFF 
Cum Laude 
MICHAEL WILLIAM KIRSCHT 
Garfield
JACOB NATHANAEL KITZMANN 
Sauk Rapids
AMANDA RAE KLAVERKAMP 
Clearwater
HILLARY ANNE KLEIN 
CHAD ALLEN KLOCKER 
Rice
KYLE B. KLUVER 
St. Cloud
SETH KNOWLES 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids
KEITH JAMES KNUTSON 
Cum Laude 
Dawson
TIMOTHY JAMES KOHLMANN 
Rosemount
SUMMER LEAN KOHOUT 





WILLIAM WADE KOLEHMAINEN 








LUCAS GERALD KOPERSKI 
Coon Rapids
WILLIAM ROBERT KOPF 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sartell
KAYLEE ANN KORBEL 
Buffalo
LAURA MARY KORYNTA 
Summa Cum Laude 
Coon Rapids
KATHERINE LYNN  KOSCHAK 
REBECCA S. KOTZ 
Cum Laude 
St. Paul
QUINN TAYLOR KOZNICK 
Lakeville
REBECCA RAE KRASSELT 
St. Joseph
KYLE THOMAS KREGER 
BRENT J. KRENIK 
St. Cloud
AMBER LEAH KRETSCH 
Magna Cum Laude 
Springfield
BRITTANY ALISE KRIPPNER 
Buffalo
STEPHANIE DEBORAH KRITZECK 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
SHARI LYNN KRIZEK 
Magna Cum Laude 
Elk River
MATTHEW RICHARD KROISS 
Shoreview
JADEN LEE KROSCH 
Summa Cum Laude 
Litchfield
AMBER LEE KROSKA 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sartell
LUKE JOSEPH KRUEGER 
Hector
ADAM WILLIAM KRUGER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Hayfield
JAIMIE LYNN KUCHAR 
Woodbury
CAROL ELIZABETH KUHN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Marty
LAUREN ANN KUKLINSKI 
Wabasha
ANDREW MICHAEL KUMMROW 
Atwater
ANN MARIE KUNSTLEBEN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Albany
MICHAEL S. KUPERUS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Milaca
 
CHASE MICHAEL KVISTAD 
Dassel
SOON JEONG KWON 
DaeJeon, Korea
REBECCA ROSE LABOE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Princeton
ROSS SCOTT LAKINGS 
ELIZABETH GRACE LAMBERT 
Little Falls
ASHLEY MARIE LAMPING 
Magna Cum Laude 
Eden Prairie
NAOMI F. LANDECKER 
Staples
KYLIE ANN LANE 
Roseau
LYNDSEY ANN LANES 
Summa Cum Laude 
Mankato
ERNEST L. LANGSTON 
Hanover Park, Illinois
DIANA FELICIA LARIOS GUZMAN 
Cokato
BRENT ANDREW LARSON 
Cum Laude 
Plymouth
JACOB CHARLES LARSON 
Brainerd
BEAU DANIEL LASTAVICH 
Cum Laude 
Big Lake
JANE ELIZABETH LAWRENCE 
Summa Cum Laude 
Elk River
ALLAN ANDREW LEA 
Forest Lake
DANIKA ELIZABETH LEAVITT 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud





ADAM JOHN LEE 
Buffalo
BAO LEE 
Summa Cum Laude 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin
DOUA JONG LEE 
Sacramento, California
GARRET ROBERT LEE 
Cum Laude 
Buffalo
JASMINE ALEXIS LEE 
Green Bay, Wisconsin




MICHAEL ANDREW LEE 
Summa Cum Laude 
Roseau
PA NOU LEE 
Woodbury
JOSHUA ARVID LEINUM 
Cum Laude 
International Falls
MICHAEL RICHARD LEMKE 
St. Cloud
SAMANTHA LYNN LEMKE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Wadena
MEGAN SERGENT LENZ 
Pequot Lakes
FRANK LEO 
TALIS ANN LEROL 
White Bear Lake
WADE REGAN LEVASSEUR 
Otsego
NICHOLAS ALEXANDER LEWELLYN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Big Lake
INA MARIE LEWIS 
Kasilof, Alaska
QIUWEN LI 
Summa Cum Laude 
Hunan, China
BRANDON JAMES LIDSTONE 
Minnetonka
ADELAIDE MARIE LILLIE LIEDL 
Medina
DONG HYUK LIM 
Magna Cum Laude 
Seoul, South Korea
RACHEL ANNE LINDBERG 
Summa Cum Laude 
Andover
ALISON MARIE LINDELAND 
Chaska
NICOLE MARIE LINDER 
Cum Laude 
Harris
JOSHUA DAVID LINDQUIST 
Elk River
TRISTA LEE LINN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Richmond
JESSICA MARIE LIPSIUS 
Chanhassen
ASHLEY ANN LISSON 
Staples
REBECCA LYNN LISTER 
St. Cloud
SUXIANG LIU 
Summa Cum Laude 
Fuzhou, Fujian, China
MATTHEW LUKE LIVERINGHOUSE 
Cum Laude 
Buffalo
CASSANDRA ROSE LOCH 
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KATHERINE MARY LOFRANO 
Magna Cum Laude 
Delano
AMANDA ELIZABETH LOIDOLT 
St. Cloud
TIFFANY MARIE LOIDOLT 
Milaca
SASHEEN KAYAN LOISEL 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
AARON BRADLEY LONG 
Magna Cum Laude 
Big Lake
ZACHARY JAMES THOMAS LONSKY 
Rogers
JENNA PATRICE LOOMIS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Corcoran
ROBERT CODY LORENZ 
Hudson, Wisconsin
ROBERT ALLEN LOUISIANA 
Fairfax
RYAN ANDREW LOUKUSA 
Magna Cum Laude 
Monticello
MORGAN CHRISTINE LOUWAGIE 
Marshall
CHIA CHEN LU 
Taipei, Taiwan
LANDAN DAVIS LUEDTKE 
JAMES ALDEN LUKKARILA 
Becker
ELIZABETH ANN LUMLEY 
BRIANNA MARLENE LUND 




TIMOTHY EDWARD LYNGEN 
Cum Laude 
Albertville
ANTHONY TYLER MACHETTE 
Kendallville, Indiana
KELLY MARIE MACKERETH 
South Haven
CAITLYN NICOLE MACVEY 
Barnum
CHALAKSHI YASANGA MADAWALA 
Eagan
KAYLA ANN MAHER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Rockford
DYLAN AUSTIN MAITLAND 
Princeton
KATHERINE JEANETTE MAJZNER 
Plymouth
TSEDENIA GIRMA MAKONNEN 
St. Cloud
GREGGORY JAMES MALMGREN 
Plymouth
 




DILELIA CARMELLA MAPP 
Minneapolis
TYLER GARRETT MARDAUS 
Ramsey
DANIEL JON MARJANEN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Corcoran
MEGAN RAE MARKGRAF 
Blaine
ERIN ELIZABETH MARQUIS 
Coon Rapids
ANDREA MARIE MARSCHEL 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sartell
ERIC MICHAEL MARSHALL 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
SAMANTHA KRISTINE MARSHIK 
Cum Laude 
Foley
VANCE WILLIAM MARTIN 
Grove City
ZACK T. MATEJCEK 
Waseca
MARVIN GLEN MATTHEWS 
St. Paul
BROOKS MICHAEL MAURER 
Cum Laude 
Atwater
MORGAN ASHA MAYFIELD 
Oswego, Illinois
LAUREN ELISE MAYO 
Summa Cum Laude 
Richfield
GENO PAUL MAZZALI 
Woodbury
JOLYNN ELIZABETH MCALPINE 
Cum Laude 
Princeton
STEPHEN PATRICK MCCARTHY 
Spring Lake Park
KRISTINA REBECCA MCCOY 
St. Martin
DANIELLE PAIGE MCCULLUM 
Summa Cum Laude 
Andover
MITCHELL PATRICK MCDERMOTT 
Cum Laude 
Minneapolis
JADIE GAIL MCDONALD 
Cum Laude 
Otsego
MATTHEW PETER MCDONALD 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sauk Centre
MONICA LYNN MCDONALD 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
 
JESSICA MARLENE MCGINN 
Waconia
KYLE RYAN MEIERDING 
St. Cloud
JASON MATTHEW MEISSNER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Park
LUKE PATRICK MENARD 
Cum Laude 
Red Wing
KAYLA ELIZABETH MENNE 
Maple Lake
JOELLE JUNE MERHAR 
New Prague
PAUL DALE METZLER 
Staples
JEROME JEFFREY MEYER 
Cum Laude 
Freeport
KAYLA MARIE MEYER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Eau Claire, Wisconsin
SCOTT JAMES MEYER 
Pierz
THOMAS HENRY MIDDAGH 
Buffalo
DUSTIN ROY MIELKE 
Cum Laude 
St.Cloud
BENJAMIN KARL MIKELSON 
St. Peter
LINDSEY JEAN MIKRUT 
Genoa City, Wisconsin
JAMES RUDOLPH MIKSANEK 
Summa Cum Laude 
Rochester
KELLY JOAN MILES 
Cottage Grove
AMANDA NICOLE MILLER 
St. Cloud
BRITTANY NICOLE MILLER 
Cum Laude 
Elk River
CIRENA CHERI MILLER 
Duluth
HEATHER ARLENE MILLER 
Zimmerman
MARK ANTHONY MILLER 
St. Louis Park
MICHAEL SATYENDRA MILLER 
Acworth, Georgia
SHANNON NOEL MILLER 
Princeton
NICKOLAUS JULIAN-CLARK MINOCK 
Cum Laude 
Cloquet
REVA JULIE MISCHE 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
MORGAN GREGORY MISHEK 
Mahtomedi
THOMAS OLIVER MISHLER 
Circle Pines
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MELISSA JOAN MITCHELL 
St. Cloud
KENZIE ROSE MOEHLE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids
BENJAMIN JAMES MOEN 
Bemidji
HINDA SAID MOHAMED 
Minneapolis
KADRA HASSAN MOHAMED 
St. Paul
HABON ABDULQADIR MOHAMUD 
KHALIL SHAMSUDIN MOHD FIRUZ 
Magna Cum Laude 
EMILY RAE MOHR 
Cum Laude 
Paynesville
KAMIRA JEAN MOLLET 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
KELLY ANN MOLLOY 
Hopkins
SHELBY CHARIE MONJEAU 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
JOSHUA ISAAC MONSON 
THOMAS JAMES MONSON 
West St. Paul
DOMINIQUE SARAY MONTOGNESE 
Brooklyn Park
COLIN DOUGLYS MOORE 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
CORI JOSEPH MOORE 
Forest Lake
SHANNON ASHLEY MORAN 
Cum Laude 
Minneapolis
JESSICA SUE MOREY 
Sauk Rapids
KATHLEEN JOAN MORK 
Osakis
JACK ANTHONY MORO 
Brookfield, Wisconsin
GINA LEE MORRELL 
Elk River
PHILIP JOSEPH MORRIS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cokato
ABBY LYNN MORRISON 
Cum Laude 
CHRISTOPHER STEVEN MORROW 
Blue Springs, Missouri
ANDREW DWIGHT MORTENSON 
Rogers




STEFANIE MARGARET MOSICH 
Cum Laude 
Anoka
JONATHAN DOUGLAS MOTT 




MATTHEW ALLEN MUEGGENBERG 
Summa Cum Laude 
Coon Rapids
EMILY RENE MUELLENBACH 
Becker





MARISSA LYNN MURPHY 
Flensburg
RACHEL JEAN MURPHY 
Annandale
SHAWN PAUL MURPHY 
Cum Laude 
Fridley
JUSTIN MURRAY NORTON 
North Branch
JAMES JOSEPH MUSECH 
St. Cloud
JORDAN RAMON MUSSELMAN 
Rogers
RILEY FOSTER MYERS 
Wyoming
AMY LOUISE MYOGETO 
Crosslake
KELSEY JOY NAGEL 
Summa Cum Laude 
Dassel
AMBER RAE NAGENGAST 
Magna Cum Laude 
Bloomington
GRETCHEN JEANNETTE NATTER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Milton, Wisconsin
KARI-LYNN MARLENE NATYSIN 
Monticello
MIKA SANTA NDAYIZIGA 
Cum Laude 
Bujumbura, Burundi
JAMES ANTHONY NEIS 
Willmar
AMANDA M. NELSON 
Cum Laude 
St. Francis
ANGELA MARIE NELSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Howard Lake
BETH ANN NELSON 
Cum Laude 
Melrose
BRIEGETTE ELIZABETH NELSON 
Loretto
 
COREY JAMES NELSON 
Cum Laude 
Cedar
D’ANNA MAE NELSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Lonsdale
GRETA MILLIN NELSON 
Edina
JEREMIAH DEAN NELSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Atwater
KELSEY NICOLE NELSON 
LAURA AURELIA NELSON 
Cum Laude 
Plymouth
MATTHEW J. NELSON 
NICOLE MARIE NELSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Annandale
RACHEL ANN NELSON 
Cum Laude 
Ham Lake
ROSS TAYLOR NELSON 
Olivia
STEVEN ROBERT NELSON 
Sauk Centre
TRAVIS LEE NELSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Pequot Lakes
JESSICA LINDSEY NEMITZ 
Big Lake
JENNIFER NICOLE NEU 
St. Joseph
STEVEN JOE NEWBERG 
Farmington
EVA MARIANN NGARE 
Summa Cum Laude 
New Brighton
ANH PHUONG NGO 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
HA THUY NGUYEN 
St. Cloud
MICHELLE THANH NGUYEN 
Cum Laude 
Maple Grove
DAVID ANDREW NIEMELA 
Corcoran
MORGAN AILI NIEMELA 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cokato
ANDREA MARIE NIEMI 
Aurora
LAUREN ELIZABETH NIEMI 
St. Cloud
RACHAEL ELIZABETH NIESEN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Onamia
DANIEL HOWARD NIKLASON 
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JOSEPHINE ELISABETH O’BRIEN NILSSON 
Cum Laude 
Plymouth
ALLISON AMELIA NOE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Holdingford
JAMESON BRYCE NOGOWSKI 
Cum Laude 
Twin Valley
KIMBERLY ANN NOKK 
Summa Cum Laude 
Otsego
LEAH NICOLE NOLDY 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Paul Park
LINDSEY JO NOLL 
Melrose
CHELSEA K. NORCUTT 
Woodbury
GATLIN RORY NORGREN 
Annandale
KRISTEN MARIE NORLUND 
Magna Cum Laude 
Balsam Lake, Wisconsin
HANNAH MARIE NOUIS 
Spearfish, South Dakota
NICOLE KATLYN NOVAK 
Prior Lake
JOSHUA T. NOVOTNY 
Eden Prairie
ALLAN JAMES NOYES 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ghent
HNIN NU NWE 
Maplewood
ANDREA JANE NYQUIST 
Cum Laude 
Onamia
KELLY MARIE O’DONNELL 
St. Paul
ELLIOT JAMES O’NEAL 
Cum Laude 
Stevens Point, Wisconsin
JUSTIN DONALD OACHS 
Cum Laude 
EDGAR O. OHITO 
ABRAHAM OLADAPO OLADEPO 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lagos, Nigeria
JORDAN V. OLMSCHEID 




JESSICA LYNN OLSEN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cambridge
MATTHEW JAMES OLSEN 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
ALYSSA MARIE OLSON 
Hoffman
AMY KATHRYN OLSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Roseau
BRIAN ROBERT OLSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
CAITLIN ROSE OLSON 
JACQUELYNN ROSE OLSON 
Clear Lake
KEVYNN CARALYN OLSON 
Blaine
KYRSTIN FAYE OLSON 
Plum City, Wisconsin
MACY JANELLE OLSON 
Little Falls
TIMOTHY DON OLSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Hutchinson
TYLER JEFFREY OLSON 
Brooklyn Park
KYLE JEFFERY OPITZ 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
JODI RENAE ORCUTT 
Magna Cum Laude 
Waite Park
JOAO HENRIQUE SCICCHITANO ORSI 
Londrina, Brazil
ABUBAKAR ABDULLAHI OSMAN 
Cum Laude 
Marshall
PAIGE MARIE OSMUNDSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Mapleton
JOHN FARRELL OTREMBA 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids
BROOKE LYNN MARGARET OTTERSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Albert Lea
DYLAN T. OTTO 
Aitkin
ABDOUL RAZACK OUEDRAOGO 
St. Cloud
GUNNAR MITCHELL OVASKA 
Cum Laude 
Marshfield, Wisconsin
KATHERINE ANNE OWEN 
St. Cloud
KIMBERLY MARIE PACZKOWSKI 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
ROBERT ANTHONY PAGAN 








ERIC DONALD PALMER 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
JOSEPH ANDREW PALMERSTEN 
St. Cloud
SUDIP PARIYAR 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
KEITH RANDALL PARKER 
St. Cloud
ANDREW DAVID PARKS 
Corcoran
SHEREEN ANN PARSAKALLEH 
Becker
LIBBY KATHLEEN PARSONS 
Minneapolis
SUMIT KUMAR PRAVINBHAI PATEL 
Cum Laude 
Eldoret, Kenya
FATUMATA SABAH PAUL 
Monrovia, Liberia
ROBBIE ALLEN PAUL 
Magna Cum Laude 
CURTIS JOHN PAYNE 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Paul
DAVID ALLEN PEARSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Big Lake
AMANDA SUSAN PEDERSON 
Rogers
NICHOLAS CODY PEDERSON-LEROY 
Cum Laude 
Coon Rapids
JACK DWAYNE PEGG III 
Albertville
JENNA MARIE PELZER 
Cum Laude 
Little Falls
MATTHEW DAVID PELZER 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
NICOLE RAE PENNER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Thief River Falls
ADAM JAMES PERISIC 
Savage
ERIN E. PERRY 
Summa Cum Laude 
Copperopolis, California
GLYNIS GINA PERSCHKE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids
LAURA LEE PERSHERN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Gilbert
MONTANA MARIE PETERS 
Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids
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ERIC DAVID PETERSEN 
Eden Prairie
ARYN DANIELLE PETERSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cokato
CHAD MICHAEL PETERSON 
Winona
CHAD REED PETERSON 
Fort Collins, Colorado
COLE A. PETERSON 
JOSHUA JAMES PETERSON 
Coon Rapids
KAITLIN MICHELLE PETERSON 
Elk River
KAYLIE NICOLE PETERSON 
Arlington
KOREY THOMAS PETERSON 
Brainerd
SHELBY ELIZABETH PETERSON 
Cum Laude 
Carver
SARA ANNE PFANNENSTEIN 
St. Cloud
HANNA CATHERINE PFLIPSEN 
Foley






TRAM N. PHAN 
Bloomington
BRITTANY LYNN PHILLIPS 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
MARK ERIN PHILLIPS II 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
TIFFANY JEAN PICARD 
Cum Laude 
Litchfield
MATT MARK PICHELMANN 
Cum Laude 
Arlington
CASSIE GRACE PIERCE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Bemidji
SARAH ELIZABETH PIKULA 
Cum Laude 
Andover
TERRY BRIAN PITTS 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
HANNAH CHRISTINE PLACHECKI 
Cum Laude 
Elk River
MATTHEW T. PLEC 
Plymouth
JESSICA SHIRLEY POEPKE 
St. Cloud
 
ERIC WILLIAMS POGGENBURG 
Cedarburg
JAMES DOUGLAS POHL 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sartell
ARJUN POKHREL 
PAIGE ELIZABETH POMERENKE 
Maple Grove
KYLIE CATHERINE POPE 
Kimball
JOSEPH HENRY POPP 
Rice
NAOMI ALLEE POPPLER 




ALEKSANDR B. PRAFKE 
St. Peter
MATTHEW ALLEN PRIGGE 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
CIARA CATHERINE PRITSCHET 
ALEX YURIYEVICH PROSKOURINE 
Minneapolis
CONRAD PAUL PROSOSKI 
Sartell
RICHARD DUANE PROVO 
Annandale
CHRISTOPHER THOMAS PUDWILL 
Cum Laude 
Stewart
KEITH EDWARD PUDWILL 
Browerville
JOHN ANTHONY PUTZIER 
WENDA QIAN 
Suzhou Jiang, China
HANNAH ELIZABETH QUAM 
Anoka
RICHARD ALLEN QUILL 
Magna Cum Laude 
Payneville
JAMIELLA SHANAE QUINN 
Maple Grove
KATELYN MARIE RABAGO 
Blaine
LEVI ALLAN RADIKA 
Hibbing
JENNA LYNN RAHM 
Foreston









KAYLA KATHLEEN RAISANEN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Dassel
BRIANNA MARIE RAJKOWSKI 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids
HENRY AGUSTIN RAMIREZ 
Cucuta, Colombia
IRENE ALEJANDRA RAMIREZ 
Magna Cum Laude 
Eagle Pass, Texas
LAURA ROSE RANIERI 
Cum Laude 
Hutchinson
SCOTT ALAN RASKIN 
Blaine
SEAN MICHAEL RATHBURN 
White Bear Lake
RONY NEWTON RATHOD 
Summa Cum Laude 
Aurora, Illinois
DANNY VICTOR RATLIFF 
St. Joseph
JESSICA ANN RAUSCH 




MELISSA ANN REDING 
Magna Cum Laude 
Hutchinson
CASEY RICHARD REED 
Cum Laude 
Big Lake
JORDAN MARIE REIFF 
Breckenridge
KATIE ANNE REINFELD 
Magna Cum Laude 
Champlin
TAMARA JOLENE REINKE 
Waconia
MEGHAN MARIE REISTAD 
Summa Cum Laude 
Elk River
ERIK RICHARD REKSTAD 
Magna Cum Laude 
Maple Grove
STEPHANIE PAIGE REMLEY 
Plymouth
MARCIA KAY RETZER 
Magna Cum Laude 
STEVEN THOMAS REYNOLDS 
Hutchinson
CANDICE ANN RHODE 
Summa Cum Laude 
Clara City
DEBRA SUE RICHARDSON LEE 
Monticello
MATTHEW SCOTT RIEKENA 
Racine, Wisconsin
CAMERON JAMES RIEN 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
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COLIN CHRISTOPHER RILEY 
Ramsey
SAMUEL JON MATTHEW RIMNAC 
Burnsville
GLENDA JEAN RITTENOUR 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ogilvie
JESSICA MAP ROBINS 
Edina
BRIANNA MYRTLE ROBINSON 
Foley
KAISA MARREN ROBINSON 
Cosmos
TODD JOSEPH ROBINSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cokato
KRYSTLE MARIE ROCHA 
Summa Cum Laude 
NICOLE KELLY RODDY 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cambridge
ANDREW REID RODE 
Starbuck
ANGELA M. RODEN 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
WHITNEY L. ROE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Tea, South Dakota
DAYNA MARIE ROEHL 
Milaca
EMILY ROSE ROELIKE 
Cum Laude 
Belgrade
GREGORY SCARTH ROELLE JR. 
Magna Cum Laude 
Zimmerman
ADAM JAMES ROEMER 
Wylie, Texas
BRITTANY ANN ROEN 
Beaver Dam, Wisconsin
ALYSSA CATHERINE ROHLIK 
Magna Cum Laude 
Mantorville
CORISSA MARIE ROLEY 
Cum Laude 
Ramsey
TAMI MARIE ROSSBACH 
Summa Cum Laude 
Maplewood
JENNIFER LYNNE ROTHE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin
SAMANTHA JEAN ROTHI 
Cum Laude 
Shakopee
JENNIFER LYNN ROWAN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Monticello
CASEY JOHN ROWE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Little Falls
 
HAYLEY FRANCES RUTLEDGE 
Victoria
JUSTIN DANIEL RUUD 
St. Louis Park
AMANDA SUE RUZICKA 
Silver Lake
KATE IRENE RYAN 
Cum Laude 
Cokato
PAUL JAMES RYAN 
Cloquet
ANDREW PAUL RYDBERG 
DEREK RONALD SAAR 
St. Cloud
RYAN C. SABLE 
Rosemount
SHAWNA RAE SACHS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Little Falls
ANGOFIH FRANCOIS SAI 
St. Cloud
RACHEL J. SAILOR 
Cum Laude 
New Prague
CIENNA MARIE SAJADY 
Maple Grove
MIDORI SAKAMOTO 
SEAN PAUL SAKRY 
St. Michael
SARA YASSOJARA SALAS-RAMIREZ 
Austin
PETER JOSEPH SALVITTI 
Naperville, Illinois
FAROUK IDDRISU SAMU 
Klenchi, Ghana
HUNTER LEE SAMUEL 
Shoreview
SCOTT CHARLES SANDERSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Elkton, South Dakota
NATASHA GAYLE SANFORD 
St. Cloud
DANIEL ALEXANDER SAPP 
Ramsey
GILLIAN CELESTE SCHACK 
Cum Laude 
KELSEY ADELL SCHAEFER 
Cosmos
MATTHEW HERBERT SCHAEFER 
St. Cloud
ASHLEY NICOLE SCHAFER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids
KIMBERLY KELLY SCHEELER 
Maple Grove
COREY ANDREW SCHEEVEL 
Brooklyn Park
ASHLIE MARIE SCHEUBLE 
Waconia
JAMES THOMAS SCHILLING 
Fridley
ASHLEY ANN SCHLICHTING 
St. Cloud
KALIE JEAN SCHLOSSMACHER 
Roseville
AMY JO SCHMALTZ 
Summa Cum Laude 
Wahpeton, North Dakota
CARLEY RYAN SCHMIDT 
New Richmond, Wisconsin
HEATHER LEE SCHMIDT 
Chanhassen
MARY ANN SCHMIDT 
Cum Laude 
Rush City
MEGAN MARIE SCHMIDT 
Bloomington
PATRICK RYAN SCHMITZ 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
TERI LYNNETTE SCHOMMER 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
ERIC JOHN SCHOOT 
KAYLA ROXANN SCHRAMEL 
Magna Cum Laude 
Richmond
KEVIN PATRICK SCHREIBER 
St. Joseph
ERIC M. SCHREURS 
Maple Grove





KAYLA RAQUEL SCHULZ 
Magna Cum Laude 
Amboy
JENNIFER R. SCHURR 
Summa Cum Laude 
Roscoe, South Dakota
KALIE JAYNE SCHUSTER 
Owatonna
PAIGE MARIE SCHUTZ 
Cum Laude 
Champlin
SCOTT WIILIAM SCHWANDT 
Waite Park
REGAN RENEE SCHWARTZ 
Eagan
KYLE MARK SCHWIETERS 
Summa Cum Laude 
SARAH BETH SCHWIETERS 
Cum Laude 
Rice
ALEX WILLIAM SCOTT 
Magna Cum Laude 
Little Falls
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KEVIN RUSSELL SCOTT 
Plymouth
AMANDA LYNN SCOTTING 
Magna Cum Laude 
JAMES PATRICK SCULLY 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sartell
KIMBERLY CHERISE SEATON 
Cum Laude 
Knoxville, Tennessee
CHRISTOPHER JAMES SEAVEY 
Summa Cum Laude 
Albert Lea
ELIZABETH DONNA SEIFERT 
St. Louis Park
MICHAELLA FUDIA RUGIE SESAY 
St. Cloud
HANNA MICHAELA SEVERSON 
Cum Laude 
Mound
MATTHEW JACOB SEVERSON 
Somerset, Wisconsin
BLAKE MICHAEL SEXE 
Cum Laude 






PATRICK JOHN SHEADY 
Lakeville
EMMA JANETTE SHEFORGEN 
St. Francis
LEAH MARIE SHELLEY 
Summa Cum Laude 
Elk River
ALISA MAE SHERWOOD 
Magna Cum Laude 
Litchfield
CHELSEA MARIE SHODEEN 
Princeton
EDWARD ELIJAH SHOEMAKER 
Graham, Washington
VINCENT MOSES SIIRTOLA 
Seattle, Washington
CALDER ADAM SILJANDER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Loretto
KATIE HELEN SILVERBERG 
Summa Cum Laude 
Litchfield
SCOTT MARVIN SKAALERUD 
Willmar
KLINT T. SKELLY 
Potsdam
MEGAN M. SKELTON 
Princeton
HAILEY AMBER SKIBA 
Magna Cum Laude 
Medford
RYAN SCOTT SKINNER 
Aitkin
PAUL I. SMALLWOOD 
Maple Grove
BENJAMIN DAVID SMITH 
Summa Cum Laude 
Northfield
DREW DENNIS SMITH 
Andover
HEATHER ANN SMOLEY 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sartell
JOSHUA PAUL SNEAD 
Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids
CHET JOSEPH SNYDER 
St. Cloud
BRETT ANTHONY SOBCZAK 
Duluth
BRANDON CHRISTOPHER SOBOTTA 
St. Cloud
STEPHANIE KAREN SODERLING 
Magna Cum Laude 
Prior Lake
SHAWN ADAM SOLOMONSON 
Grantsburg, Wisconsin
KEVIN THOMAS SOMMERS 
Kimball
DESIREE ANN SONNEK 
Minnesota Lake
CARRIE MARIE SORENSEN 
Cum Laude 
Detroit Lakes
SARA MICHELE SOUKUP 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sleepy Eye
JOSHUA PAUL SOUPIR 
Summa Cum Laude 
Milroy
ANTHONY ROSS SPARAPANI 
CALE TATSUSHI SPARKS 
JESSICA ROBIN SPENCER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Foley
ADRIANO GIOVANNI SPINACI 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
MICHAEL GERHARD STAEDY 
Magna Cum Laude 
Maple Grove
ROBERT FITZGERALD STAFFORD 
Cum Laude 
Durango, Colorado
NATHAN ALLAN STANEK 
Elk River
KYLE DOUGLAS STANG 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cold Spring
ALISON ERICA ROSE STANKE 
Summa Cum Laude 
CHELSEY DIANE STANLAKE 
St. Stephen




RYAN DONALD STEIN 
Kimball
NICOLE J. STEINLE 
Fort Collins, Colorado
MADALYN AVONNE STENNES 
Magna Cum Laude 
Champlin
ERIK RUSSEL STENSVAD 
Cum Laude 
Silver Lake
LAURA ANN STENZEL 
Cum Laude 
Elk River
SARAH MARLENE STEPAN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids
KAYLA JO STEVENSON 
Cum Laude 
ROBERT HUGHES STEVENSON 
Eagan
JANE ELIZABETH STICKNEY 
Bloomington
MATTHEW JEROME STOCK 
White Bear Lake
HEATHER MARIE STOCKER 
JUSTIN RICHARD STODOLKA 
Sartell
MICHAEL ROBERT STOLZ 
KYLE ALBERT STOMMES 
Annandale
CASSANDRA MARIE STRAND 
Princeton
NATALIE ROSE STREHLO 
Spring Lake Park
ANDREA JEAN STRUZYK 
Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids
JESSICA LEIGH SUCKU 
Cum Laude 
Albany
LEAH MARIE SULLIVAN 
Minneapolis
GUANG SUN 
Feng Hua, Zhe Jiang, China
ALI A. SUSOW 
St. Cloud
RYAN DEAN SUTHERLAND 
Magna Cum Laude 
Minneapolis
ALLA VICTOROVNA SWENSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
NATHAN SCOTT SWENSON 
Cum Laude
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EMILY ANNE SWITZER 
Barnum
JULIA MARIE SYBRANT 
Cum Laude 
Braham
ABIGAIL JO SYTSMA 
Cum Laude 
Clearwater
ELIZABETH ANN TADYCH 
Brainerd
ABDULLRHMAN IBRAHIM TALIB 
Saudi Arabia
ALEXA HOPE TARVID 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Peters
JOSEPH P. TAUER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Springfield
ALLYSON MAE TECLAW 
Alexandria
OLIVER PETER TEMPEL 
Cum Laude 
Dresden Saxony, Germany
WILLIAM PAUL TERRY 
Waconia
BRIAN STEPHEN TESMER 
Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids








ADAM PETER THIEL 
CANDICE MAE THIELEN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Rice
RYAN KURT THIELEN 
Maple Grove
JONATHAN PAUL THOLE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Foley
JARED MICHAEL THOMPSON 
Blaine
STEPHANIE MARIE THOMPSON 
Red Wing
SCOTT STEVEN THORESEN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Vadnais Heights
KATELYN ROSE TIFFANY 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Joseph
ANIL TIMILSINA 
Summa Cum Laude 
Pokhara, Nepal
AUSTIN BRYAN TIMM 
Magna Cum Laude 
Rice
ANGELA MARIE TOEBEN 
Summa Cum Laude 
JAMIE CHRISTINE TOFT 
Cum Laude 
Montevideo
JACK HARRISON TOKPA 
New Hope
CHRISTOPHER DAVID TOMCZYK 
Rush City
TAYLOR LEE TOPINKA 
Magna Cum Laude 
Richmond




Magna Cum Laude 
Montrose
JAMES ROBERT TRACY 
Monticello
BRITTNEY MAE TRAN 
Rochester
THI NGUYEN TRAN 
Chanhassen
COMRADE CHEROKEE TRIPP 
St. Cloud
MIAH KRISTINE TROYER 
Oakdale
ALYSSA MARIE TRYGGESETH 
Magna Cum Laude 
Buffalo
KARI MARTHA TSCHIDA 
Cum Laude 
St. Stephen
ELLEN ANN TSCHIMPERLE 




KATELYN NICHOLE TUREK 
Cum Laude 
NICHOLAS JAMES TUREK 
Winona
MURUN TURMANDAKH 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ulaan Baatar, Mongolia
RYAN EDWARD UDAIRAM 
Burnsville
JUSTIN LEE UDERMANN 
Rockville
ALEXANDRA MILDRED UMERSKI 
Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids




APRIL MIA VAN ISEGHEM 
Summa Cum Laude 
 
THOMAS MATTHIEU VAN WAKEREN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Alexandria
ANTONIE MATTHEW VANDERSTEEG 
Isle




GAO NOU VANG 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Paul
STARSHA NOU VANG 
Cum Laude 
Inver Grove Heights




ALEXA RAE VARNESS 
St. Michael
GABRIELLE MAE VAUGHN 
Cum Laude 
Oak Grove
BREANNA THEONA VICTORIAN 
Plymouth
ETHAN FRANCIS VILLENEUVE 
Cum Laude 
Windom
JACK ROBERT VOELKER 
Cum Laude 
River Falls, Wisconsin
BRIAN ROBERT VOLLHABER 
Big Lake
RYAN DAVID VOSS 
Little Falls
HIEN DINH VU 
Coon Rapids
ADAM ARTHUR WACHUTKA 
Rosemount
JESSICA LEIGH WAGNER 
Hampton
JOSEPH DOUGLAS WAGNER 
St. Cloud
SHELBY DANIELLE WAGNER 
Cum Laude 
Edina
TAMMY LYNN WAHL 
Cum Laude 
Foley
JAHNEAH JOY WAHLROOS 
New Brighton
LUKUS JEROME WALCHESKI 
Magna Cum Laude 
Circle Pines
ANDREW J. WALKER 
Saint Peter
ANTHONY S. WALLACE 
Albertville
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ERICKA KATHLEEN WALZ 
Magna Cum Laude 
Maple Grove
MOLLY MARIE WALZ 
St. Joseph
SHANTEL SUE WALZ 
Sartell
JILLIAN ROSE WANDERSEE 
Magna Cum Laude 
CHUAN WANG 
Summa Cum Laude 
City of Shenzhen, China
GEDEA SOLOMON WANGORE 
St. Cloud
ASHLEY NICOLE WANOUS 
Summa Cum Laude 
Anoka
ALEXIS LEIGHANN WASHA 
Magna Cum Laude 
Apple Valley
HANNAH MARIE WATKINS 
Zumbrota
JOAN CATHERINE WATSON 
Maple Grove
SARAH WATZKY 
Summa Cum Laude 
Muenster, Germany
LENBRIEL TEETEE WEAH 
Monrovia, Liberia
KATELYN ROSE WEAVER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kasson
ANTHONY L. WEBBER 
Chaska
DANIEL MATHEAS WEBER 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
KEVIN KYLE WEBER 
Granite Falls






CHRISTOPHER ALAN WEIS 
Foley
MADISON LOUISE WELDON 
Eagan
MEGAN KAY WELLE 
Melrose
JEREMY MICHAEL WELLER 
Magna Cum Laude 
Clear Lake
ASHLEY ADA WELLS 
Wayzata
CHAD CHRISTOPHER WELLSTED 
Coon Rapids
EMMANUEL WELO WEMAKOY 
St. Cloud
NATHAN LORENCE WENDEL 
Sartell
 
NIKKI JO WENDERSKI 
Summa Cum Laude 
Avon
JESSICA JEAN WERRA 
Magna Cum Laude 
Blaine
CHARLES T. WEST 
Victoria
NICHOLAS NORMAN WESTERLUND 
Motley
JACOB PAUL WESTPHAL 
Cum Laude 
Brainerd
JEFFREY THOMAS WETTER 
Delano
GREGORY MICHAEL WHALEN 
Apple Valley
ALLISON K. WHITE 
Cum Laude 
Inver Grove Heights
PATRICK JOHN WHITE 
Plymouth
VOLINDA ANN WICK 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
DESIREE JENEVIEVE WICKMAN 
Braham
AMBER LEE WIESE 
St. Cloud
KRISTIN ROSE WIESNESKI 
Marion
KALISHA KENTIA WIGGINS 
New Hope
ERIN CATHERINE WILKES 
Maple Grove
JONATHON A. WILLERT 
Woodville, Wisconsin
ASHLEY NICOLE WILLET 
Oak Grove
JARED DAVID WILLIAMS 
Summa Cum Laude 
Rogers
RACHEL SUNITA WILLIAMS 
Cum Laude 
Kindred, North Dakota
WADE DANIEL WILLIAMS 
Waupun, Wisconsin
ASHLEY ANN WILLIS 
Cum Laude 
Clearwater
ROBERTO EUGENE WILLSON 
KAYLA M. WILMOT 
Rogers
LINDA P. WILSON 
St. Cloud
SAMANTHA JO WILSON 
Big Lake
AMANDA LORRAINE WILTGEN 
Foley
OLIVIA NOEL WINDAHL 
Cum Laude 
Sartell
AMBER MARIE WINKELMAN 
Sauk Rapids
JON-PAUL MATTHEW WINTERS 
St. Charles
KAYLA MARIE WINTERS 
Summa Cum Laude 
Albertville
SARAH ROSE WINTERS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Champlin
JEREMY ROBERT WITKOWSKI 
Cum Laude 
North Branch
DANIEL RYAN WITTE 
Summa Cum Laude 
Glencoe
KEVIN PATRICK WITTE 
Magna Cum Laude 
Glencoe
REBECCA WOLD 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cambridge
ALYSSA KAY WOLF 
White Bear Lake
CODY JAMES WOLHART 
Sartell
TABITHA LEE WOOD 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
KELSI LYNN WOODS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kimball
MARY ELIZABETH WOODSON 
Cum Laude 
Hartland, Wisconsin
TEKESTE AKLILU WORKU 
EMMANUEL ELIJAH WREH 
St. Cloud






Summa Cum Laude 
China
KHONG MENG XIONG 
Columbia Heights
TOUA SHOUA XIONG 
CHENG XU 






CAREY ANN YEAGER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Elk River
JEREMY LAVERN YOST 
Dassel
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NICOLE ANN YOUNG 
Cum Laude 
Pierz





ANTHONY EARL ZACHMAN 
St. Michael
JACOB THOMAS ZAHURONES 
St. Cloud






ALISHA RHEA ZIERDEN 
Monticello
DAREN M. ZIESER 
MEGAN MARIE ZIMMER 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
KRISTA JOY ZIPP 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Joseph
Associate
NICHOLAS MARTIN AMBRUS 
Rosemount
CAITLYN M. AMUNDSON 
CORY W. ANDRES 
Little Falls
MICHAEL PATRICK AUGUSTSON 
Longmont, Colorado
ROBERT DOUGLAS BAYNE 
St. Cloud
MEGAN JUNE BLASCHKO 
AMANDA CHERELLE BRECTO 
Minneapolis
JAMES THOMAS BRENNAN 
Magna Cum Laude 
TRISTA MARLENE BRIESE 




KYLIE ANN BRUNER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Champlin
DEANNA LYNN BURSELL 
Cum Laude 
MATTHEW REID CAPELLE 
Brainerd
JAMIE LYNN CLARK 
St. Cloud
ROBERT RYAN COATS 
MELISSA LOUISE COBORN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Richmond
MATTHEW ROY COLEMAN 
BRIAN WILLIAM COLLINS 
Dassel
KRISTI LYNN CUMMINGS 
Aitkin
TREVOR PAUL DAVIS 
Summa Cum Laude 
Dassel
BRITTANY LYNNE DEVALK 
Summa Cum Laude 
Elk River
MICHAEL SALVATORE DIXON 
Corcoran
ANNA DANIELLE DOLLERSCHELL 
Litchfield
ZACHARY NICHOLAS DUBOIS 
Brooklyn Center
ASHLEY MARIE ERNST 
Magna Cum Laude 
PATRICK JOSEPH FABER 
DAMION CAI FIGUEROA 
NADIA JO FISCHER-DANZEISEN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Fergus Falls
KATIE MARIE FORSMAN 
Big Lake
ANTHONY JOSEPH FRUTH 
St. Cloud
JOSHUA MATTHEW GRAHAM 
St. Cloud
LINDSEY MARIE GRANGROTH 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cokato
ANDREW KEVIN GRONLI 
JOHN JOSEPH GULDEN 
Chaska
REBEKAH JOY HANSMEIER 
Cum Laude 
KYLE DAVID HASLER 
St. Michael
DARNELL DEANDRE HUGHES 
Minneapolis
TARA LYNN JACKSON 
Dayton
AMY KAY JANDT 
LOGAN MICHAEL JOHNSON 
Cum Laude 
Ramsey
STUART GIBSON JOYCE 
 
JESSICA ROSE JUSTIN 
Cum Laude 
NEIL ROLAND KARG 
Mora
SHAWN MARK KIDDER 
Cum Laude 
Sartell
RUSSELL GRANT KLEVER 
Magna Cum Laude 
JESSE ROI KNUTSON 
GABRIELLA ELIZABETH KROSKA 
Summa Cum Laude 
Pierz
TRAVIS JAMES LANG 
NATHAN JOHN LARSON 
Summa Cum Laude 
BRITTNEY JO LECHNER 
New Germany
BRIANNA JORDYN LINDGREN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Dassel
CHRISTOPHER J. MARSH 
ARIANNA HEIDI MATTILA 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cokato
MATTHEW STEVEN MESSERSCHMIDT 
Cum Laude 
Little Falls
RACHAEL ELIZABETH MORENO 
Alexandria
MICHAEL ALLEN MORRIS 
Cum Laude 
South Haven
NATALIE FAITH NEIDENFEUHR 
Summa Cum Laude 
CLAY ANTHONY O’NEIL 
Summa Cum Laude 
SARA BETH PALMER 
St. Paul
BRANDON L. PLUMSKI 
THOMAS JOHN POGANSKI 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud
JACK HENRY RAISANEN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cokato
KAYLA MARIE ROOT 
Cohasset
JENNIFER KIMBERLY ROSA 
Anoka
PATRICK RYAN SCHMITZ 
Cum Laude 
VANESSA NGUM SHINWEN 
Cum Laude 
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ALEXANDER JOHN SKLUZACEK 
St. Cloud
KENDRA ANN SOMMERFELD 
Eden Valley
ALEXANDRA ROSE STENE 
Grand Rapids
KAYLA NOEL TANG 
Princeton
LAUREN AUDREY THORSON 
Edina
AARON PAUL VALERIUS 
JENNIFER ELAINE VARNER 
Summa Cum Laude 
KYLE ANTHONY WENSMANN 
Cum Laude 
TEENA MARIE WUOLLET 
Magna Cum Laude 
Dassel
JOSHUA MICHAEL YUREK 
VANESSA LYNN ZACHMAN 
Magna Cum Laude 
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B a n n e r s  a n d  F l a g s
The commencement ceremony as a whole affirms the value of 
learning to society, recognizes the cooperation of many people, on 
and off the campus, who have contributed to the learning 
enterprise and, above all, celebrates the effort and achievement 
(symbolized by diplomas, degrees and dress) of the graduates 
themselves.
University seal 
The university seal was redesigned in 2001 and portrays the 
cupola that sits atop Riverview Building, surrounded by oak 
leaves. The visuals were chosen to illustrate SCSU’s long history of 
teacher preparation (Riverview was built to serve as the lab school 
for St. Cloud Normal School students to teach area children) and 
the university’s location on the oak-crowned banks of the 
Mississippi River.
CoUntry Flags
The U.S. flag is displayed in the center of the building, above 
graduate seating. The flags hung above the commencement stage 
represent countries which host St. Cloud State University semester-
long education-abroad programs: Australia, Chile, England, 
Germany, Japan, Netherlands, South Africa and South Korea. 
Additional national flags on display, as recognized by the United 
Nations, represent the home countries of more than 1,000 
international students from 87 attending St. Cloud State University. 
We especially welcome to St. Cloud the families of graduating 
international students.
the MaCe
The mace originated as a staff or club used in the Middle Ages for 
breaking armor. It evolved into a ceremonial symbol of authority 
used in legislative bodies, universities, and other governmental 
units.
The university mace was created by David Landwehr out of the 
white cedar flag pole from Old Main which was built in 1875 and 
razed in the late 1940s. The carved designs on the mace head 
which are decorated with gold leaf symbolize the programs of 
study at the University and were created by Merle Sykora, 
professor emeritus of art.
the Presidential Medallion
The presidential medallion worn by President Earl H. Potter III 
was created in 2002 by SCSU faculty emeritus, Dr. James Roy. 
This multi-dimensional medallion incorporates the SCSU seal and 
sits upon a plate of rhodium-plated sterling silver. The central 
portion of the medallion has been created from cast 14K gold and 
is festooned with four deep red garnet stones.
Dr. James Roy served as chair of the SCSU Department of Visual 
Arts from 1964-1992 and retired in 1994. Previously, Dr. Roy 
designed the original presidential medallion which is now housed 
in university archives, as well as medallions for the Chancellor of 
the Minnesota State University System, Metropolitan State 
University and Minnesota State University–Akita in Japan.
t h e  a c a d e m i c  a t t i r e
The custom of wearing a distinctive dress for academic ceremonies 
goes back to the Middle Ages, when long-sleeved, hooded gowns 
were necessary for warmth in the unheated stone colleges. Academic 
costume is at present worn in the United States by persons taking part 
in academic ceremonies in general, at commencement ceremonies, at 
baccalaureate services, and at various inauguration ceremonies.
gowns
The bachelor’s gown is a relatively simple kind falling in straight 
lines from a fairly elaborate yoke. Its distinguishing characteristic 
is the long pointed sleeves. The master’s gown is similar, except 
for the sleeves. The doctor’s gown is an elaborate costume marked 
by velvet panels down the front and around the neck as well as by 
three bars of the same material on the bell-shaped sleeves.
hoods
The greatest degree of symbolism is shown by the hood. 
Undergraduates here do not wear the hood. Graduate student 
hoods have velvet edging which indicates the area of 
specialization. The inside of the hood is satin and indicates by its 
color the college or school which granted the degree. St. Cloud 
State University’s colors are deep cardinal red and black.
CaPs
The square “Oxford cap” or mortarboard of serge or broadcloth 
with a stiff crown is worn for most degrees. The tassel that hangs 
to the side is switched from the right to the left when the  
baccalaureate degree is awarded.
tassels
Undergraduate degree tassels are St. Cloud State University’s 
colors of cardinal red and black. Graduate degree tassels indicate 
the degree: master of arts (white), master of business 
administration (light brown), master of engineering management 
(orange), master of music (pink), master of science (yellow gold), 
Magna Cum Laude (silver) and Summa Cum Laude (gold). The 
red, white and BlUe Cords
The cord is a special recognition to show the University’s respect
and gratitude for our student veterans and those service men and
women who are currently serving and protecting our country.
honor Cords
The color of the honor cord indicates the level of academic
achievement for undergraduate students: Cum Laude (red),
Magna Cum Laude (silver) and Summa Cum Laude (gold).
a c a d e m i c  d i s t i n c t i o n
Students who accomplish a high level of academic achievement, 
as reflected by their grade point average, receive distinction as 
follows.
 Grade Point Average:
 3.25-3.49 Cum Laude
 3.5-3.74 Magna Cum Laude
 3.75 or higher Summa Cum Laude
NOTE: Since programs are prepared in advance of the receipt of final 
grades, the listing of graduates and award recipients may, in some 
instances, be inaccurate. Also, in addition to GPA, there are minimum 
credit requirements to graduate with honors. The fact of graduation and 
the receipt of honors are validated by the student's permanent records 
which are kept by the Office of Records and Registration
NO SMOKING is allowed.
SCSU is an equal opportunity educator and employer.  
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Michael Vekich - Treasurer 
St. Louis Park
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PROFILE: PROFESSOR DERRICK SWARTZ
Professor Derrick Swartz has served as the Vice-Chancellor and Principal of Nelson Mandela Metropolitan 
University in Port Elizabeth, South Africa, since 2008, the year he and St. Cloud State University President Earl 
H. Potter III signed a partnership agreement between their universities that was renewed in 2013. Through this 
partnership more than 150 St. Cloud State students have studied at the NMMU campus, located on a nature reserve 
along the coast of the Indian Ocean. 
Previous to his position at NMMU Vice-Chancellor Swartz served for nine years as Rector and Vice-Chancellor 
of the University of Fort Hare, founded in 1916 and the institution where many generations of African leaders, 
including former President Nelson Mandela, studied and were groomed as future leaders of their countries. 
Professor Swartz has a Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of the Western Cape, and Master of Arts and 
Doctor of Philosophy degrees in sociology of development and industrialization from Essex University. He was the 
recipient of an Honorary Doctorate in Human Rights Law from Essex University in 2008. During the apartheid 
years, he was a well-known civil rights activist and played a key role in the early 1990’s in rethinking and planning 
towards the establishment of the democratic social and political order in South Africa. He founded the Fort Hare 
Institute of Government in 1995 and served as Professor and Chair of Inter-Governmental Relations.
From 1999, his interests focused more on Higher Education policy making, institutional development and social 
transformation in universities. He is particularly interested in models of linking universities in developing countries 
into their local, regional and global habitats in support of sustainable development. His scholarly interests include 
the role of universities in the economy, the philosophy of science, and the developmental role of higher education. 
He formerly served as board member of the Association of Commonwealth Universities (ACU) in London, and 
currently serves on boards of Higher Education South Africa (HESA), Eastern Cape Planning Commission,  
non-profit community trusts, and the Carnegie 3 Think Tank on Poverty & Inequality in South Africa.
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aMERICa, ThE BEaUTIfUl
O beautiful for spacious skies,
For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain
America! America!
God shed His grace on thee,
And crown thy good with brotherhood
From sea to shining sea.
Note: The U.S. flag is displayed in the center of the building, above graduate seating.
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